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ABSTRACT 
 
Our understanding of tephra depositional processes is significantly improved by 
high-resolution ground-penetrating radar (GPR) data collected at Cerro Negro volcano, 
Nicaragua. The data reveal three depositional regimes: (1) a near-vent region on the cone 
itself, where 10 GPR radargrams collected on the western flank show quantifiable 
differences between facies formed from low energy normal Strombolian and higher 
energy violent Strombolian processes, indicating imaging of scoria cone deposits may be 
useful in distinguishing eruptive style in older cones where the proximal to distal tephra 
blanket has eroded away; (2) a proximal zone in which horizons identified in crosswind 
profiles collected at distances of 700 and 1,000 m from the vent exhibit Gaussian 
distributions with a high degree of statistical confidence, with tephra thickness decreasing 
exponentially downwind from the cone base (350 m) to ~ 1,200 m from the vent, and 
where particles fall from a height of less than ~2 km; and (3) a medial zone, in which 
particles fall from ~4 to 7 km and the deposit is thicker than expected based on thinning 
trends observed in the proximal zone of the deposit, indicating a transition from 
sedimentation dominated by fallout from plume margins to that dominated by fallout 
from the buoyant eruption cloud. Horizons identified in a crosswind profile at 1600 m 
vii 
 
from vent exhibit Gaussian distributions, again with high degrees of statistical 
confidence. 
True diffusion coefficients are calculated from Gaussian fits of crosswind profiles 
and do not show any statistical variation between zones (2) and (3). Data display thinning 
trends that agree with the morphology predicted by the advection-diffusion equation to a 
high degree of statistical confidence, validating the use of this class of models in tephra 
forecasting.  
One such model, the Tephra2 model, is reformulated for student use. A strategy is 
presented for utilizing this research-caliber model to introduce university undergraduates 
to key concepts in model literacy, encouraging students to develop a deeper 
understanding of the applicability and limitations of hazard models generally. For this 
purpose, the Tephra2 numerical model is implemented on the VHub.org website, a 
venture in cyberinfrastructure that brings together volcanological models and educational 
materials, and provides students with the ability to explore and execute sophisticated 
numerical models like Tephra2.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 
Scoria Cone Volcanism  
Scoria cones are relatively small, cone shaped volcanic edifices, usually of 
basaltic composition, built up of loose cinder and scoria, and most often resting at or near 
the angle of repose of loose scoria: ~30 degrees. While often found on the flanks or in the 
craters of composite volcanoes or inside calderas, scoria cones have their greatest 
concentrations in volcanic field. Eruptive styles attributed to scoria cone construction 
range from Strombolian to Hawaiian to violent Strombolian and even subplinian (Head 
and Wilson 1989; Martin and Nemeth 2006; Di Traglia et al. 2009; Genareu et al 2010; 
Nemeth et al. 2011; Kereszturi and Nemeth 2012; Kervyn et al. 2012). The classic model 
of cone growth, generated from observations of Northeast Crater, Mt Etna, attributes 
growth to the ballistic ejection of pyroclasts (McGetchin et al. 1974). More recent studies 
link a significant number of cones to higher energy violent Strombolian events 
characterized by sustained eruption columns (e.g., Wood 1980; McKnight and Williams 
1997; Hill et al. 1998; Connor et al. 2001; Riedel et al. 2003; Valentine et al. 2005; 
Mannen and Ito 2007; Di Traglia et al. 2009; Kereszturi and Nemeth. 2012). 
From a hazards perspective, the distinction between Strombolian and violent 
Strombolian events is critical. In the case of Strombolian activity, gas bubbles rise to the 
surface resulting in lava bubble bursting. Ballistic projectiles ejected when the walls of 
the bubbles burst follow nearly parabolic trajectories through the atmosphere to the 
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ground, building up a conical edifice of basal diameter ≤ 2.5 km (Wood 1980). The 
ballistic limit of Strombolian-type eruptions is less than the radius of the cone edifice 
(McGetchin et al. 1974). Near-vent activity will devastate the immediate area over which 
the cone is built but will have little significant impact at more distal locations (e.g., > 2.5 
km). 
The hazards associated with more violent, higher energy eruptions can more 
widespread. Particles may cause damage to crops and/or disperse over population centers, 
leading to respiratory problems, damage to infrastructure including sewage treatment and 
electrical facilities, and instigating roof collapse, depending on the size and mass loading 
of particles, whether particles are wet or dry, and the resilience of the pre-existing 
infrastructure (Blong 1984; Wilson et al. 2011). The mass loading of tephra from violent 
Strombolian eruptions can be estimated using an advection-diffusion model once suitable 
eruption parameters (e.g., total mass, max column height, etc.) have been defined (See 
Chapter 3). 
Differentiating between low and high energy eruptions is therefore critical to 
identifying the potential hazards associated with scoria cone forming eruptions in a 
region. Unfortunately the fallout deposits commonly used to distinguish deposits 
associated with sustained eruption columns from lower energy events have a low 
preservation potential in the geologic record (Kiyosugi et al. 2010). In many cases, only 
the conical edifice surrounding the vent survives to mark the event (White 1991). 
Scoria grain size (e.g., Parfitt 1998; Riedel et al. 2003; Valentine et al. 2005; 
Martin and Nemeth 2006), welding of deposits (e.g., Head and Wilson 1989; Riedel et al. 
2003; Kereszturi and Nemeth 2012), and cone morphology (e.g., Porter 1972; McGetchin 
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et al. 1974; Wood 1980; Tibaldi 1995; Dóniz et al. 2009; Kareszturi et al. 2012; Kervyn 
et al. 2012) have been used to infer the explosivity of eruptions in the absence of 
firsthand accounts. However as syn- and post-depositional processes can modify the 
preserved grain size distribution of tephra (e.g., Sparks et al. 1981) and the initial 
morphology of scoria cones is highly variable (Kareszturi et al. 2012), additional 
screening methods must be employed to differentiate the deposits of low and high energy 
scoria cone forming eruptions. In the case of highly explosive eruptions, fallout from the 
column margins is a depositional process that can significantly and permanently affect 
internal cone structure. Unfortunately, exposures capable of displaying these features are 
rare. 
In this work, ground penetrating radar (GPR) investigations at Cerro Negro 
volcano, Nicaragua, provide near-continuous evidence of buried stratigraphic 
relationships over large distances. Using these data, I can distinguish between the 
depositional processes characteristic of low (Strombolian) and high (violent Strombolian) 
energy eruptions. The upper 10 m of deposit contains evidence of processes not visible 
from the surface, allowing us to place constraints on the eruptive processes that formed 
them (e.g., Strombolian bubble bursting, secondary avalanching, sustained eruption 
columns, buoyant volcanic plumes). 
 
Ground Penetrating Radar at Volcanoes 
Chapters 2 and 3 employ ground penetrating radar, a method that sends 
electromagnetic energy into the ground where it reflects from subsurface features back to 
the surface where it is recorded on sensors, to the study of scoria cone volcanism. While 
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some energy is scattered and/or attenuated in the process, reflections arriving back at the 
radar unit are recorded and can give insight into subsurface structure and the underlying 
eruptive processes responsible for its formation. Radar returns provide information 
regarding the upper ~12 meters of subsurface material and can provide depth estimates 
accurate to within ~ 30 cm. A series of two dimensional profiles, each extending over 
100s of km, combine to provide a pseudo-3D representation of scoria deposits. 
 
Previous studies 
In volcanology, GPR has been employed to delineate the geometries of various 
types of volcanic deposits including lava flows, lava tubes, surge and pyroclastic flows, 
lahars, and tephra fallout (e.g., Russel and Stasiuk 1997; Cagnoli and Russell 2000; 
Miyamoto et al. 2003, 2005; Chow et a. 2006; Grimm et al. 2006; Gómez-Ortiz et al. 
2006, 2007; Abrams and Sigurdson 2007; Gomez et al. 2008). In some cases it has been 
used to characterize lateral or vertical variability within these deposits, for example 
changes in the sorting and grain size of surge deposits (Cagnoli and Ulrych 2001a), dune 
features in surge deposits (Cagnoli and Ulrych 2001b), welding and facies variations 
within pyroclastic flows (Rust and Russel 1999; Cassidy et al. 2009), changes in sorting 
and grain size of block and ash deposits (Nuzo et al. 2008), and bed attitudes and internal 
contacts of tephra fall deposits (Kruse et al. 2010). Heggy et al. (2006) even calculate the 
expected penetration depths of GPR on Mars based on a feasibility study conducted at 
Craters of the Moon volcanic field, Idaho. While these investigations have provided 
necessary and useful information, they are primarily focused on feasibility and mapping 
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studies, with few attempts to relate the evidence gathered from deposits back to the 
mechanics of the eruption which formed them.  
By investigating not only the boundaries between deposits but also deposit 
morphology and fine-scale structure, evidence gathered at Cerro Negro can be used to 
validate both qualitative and quantitative models of volcanism. Moreover, radargram data 
can be used in concert with models of volcanic processes to gain insight into eruptive 
processes and/or to validate and to estimate the parameters input to these computational 
models. 
 
Identifying eruptive regimes  
In Chapter 2, interpretations of radargrams collected on the edifice of Cerro 
Negro volcano are used to differentiate between portions of the cone built primarily by 
ballistic emplacement of material and subsequent granular avalanching and those areas 
which were heavily influenced by fallout from the eruption plume. At scoria cones that 
have no historical record, this methodology could be employed to determine whether 
edifice formation was influenced by a sustained eruption column (violent Strombolian) or 
not. This information can ultimately be used to determine the variety and potential impact 
of hazards posed by future volcanism in the area (See Chapter 2).  
In Chapter 3, the radar investigation is extended to the proximal tephra blanket 
where the shape of deposits evident in radargrams imparts information about the 
explosivity of eruptions; here abrupt changes in the thinning trend of reflections provide 
evidence of multiple depositional regimes. One change in the rate of deposit thinning 
occurs transitioning from near-vent cone deposits to the proximal blanket, and a second 
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change is detected ~1200 – 1500 m downwind of the vent. This change marks the 
location where the dominant depositional process transitions from sedimentation from the 
margins of a sustained eruption column to sedimentation via fallout from the buoyant 
plume (Bursik et al. 1992). Based on the location of this change, the maximum height of 
the eruption column can be determined (Bonadonna and Philips 2003), providing indirect 
evidence of the explosivity of the eruption. The eruption column height is an important 
parameter for advection-diffusion models as well as a marker for explosivity on the 
Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI) scale (Newhall and Self 1982). 
Also in Chapter 3, true diffusion coefficients for the deposit are calculated. 
Diffusion coefficients used in tephra fallout modeling range over six orders of magnitude 
and are typically found by inversion techniques rather than direct sampling of near-
continuous profiles. Diffusion coefficients are here calculated based on the thickening 
trends of the crosswind data and are constrained to within one order of magnitude. No 
statistically significant variation is found between the value of the diffusion coefficient 
calculated for proximal and medial deposits. This implies that while tephra fallout in 
these regions sediments from spacially separate locations (the eruption column and the 
buoyant cloud), both depositional process can be approximated by the same advection-
diffusion methodology. 
 
Tephra Dispersion Modeling 
Tephra sedimentation models are used to forecast the accumulation of ejected 
volcanic material across a region. Models utilizing the advection-diffusion equation are 
Eulerian models that describe the solution to the equations of particle diffusion, transport, 
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and sedimentation, providing mass accumulations of tephra on the ground relative to a 
particle-release source. These models are typically employed for civil protection 
purposes, such as giving public warnings and planning mitigation measures. Deposit data 
can also be inverted to determine the total mass, column height, or grain size distribution 
of an eruption, or to provide a best-fit isopach map of a deposit. Inversions based on 
thickness and grain size data may be especially useful in the case of prehistoric eruptions 
with large portions of the deposit missing due to erosion (Kiyosugi et al. 2010).  
 
Model validation 
Model validation is the process of comparing model output with field data to 
ensure that the model is a useful approximation of reality (Oberkampf and Roy 2010). 
Data with which to evaluate advection-diffusion models of tephra fallout are typically 
collected via point sampling of deposits (e.g., Bonadonna et al. 2005a; Connor and 
Connor 2006; Scollo et al 2007, 2008, 2011; Andronico et al. 2008). Once tephra 
thickness and grain size distribution are documented for multiple sites, the tephra 
diffusion model may either (a) be run deterministically given known eruption parameters 
(column height, wind speed and direction, total mass) to calculate tephra thickness values 
for comparison with field data, or (b) the field data may be supplied to the model at the 
outset and inversion methods used to sample the model’s parameter space until the error 
between model output and field data is minimized. The eruption parameters which result 
in thickness values that best agree with field data are then compared with independent 
observations of those eruption parameters, for example measurements of column height 
or calculations of total mass based on eruption rate. 
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Another method of validating this class of models, utilized in Chapter 3, is to 
compare the shape of the deposit with that predicted by the advection diffusion equation. 
Using the geometrical relationships evident in GPR radargrams provides a rigorous test 
of advection-diffusion models. Reflections delineating tephra fallout deposits are sampled 
continuously for 100s of meters, enabling verification that the shape of deposits agrees 
with that predicted by advection-diffusion models; namely that they thin exponentially in 
the downwind direction and display a Gaussian distribution of material in the crosswind 
direction. 
The geometry of reflections evident in radargrams collected on the proximal 
tephra blanket of Cerro Negro volcano agree with these predicted morphologies, 
validating the use of the advection-diffusion equation in modeling tephra fallout from 
violent Strombolian eruptions. The data suggest that refinements could be made to enable 
fallout models to calculate sedimentation in the near-vent region as a separate 
depositional process governed by Fickian diffusion described by a unique diffusion 
coefficient (See Chapter 3).  
 
Models as instruments of quantitative literacy 
Numerical models like those employed for calculating tephra dispersion are 
invaluable in helping scientists to test theories and investigate scenarios. When 
geoscientific models are employed in the classroom they are typically used to visualize 
processes and to study cause and effect (e.g., Harrower et al. 2000; Whitford 2002; Luo 
et al. 2005; Urbano and Houghton 2006; Crouch et al. 2008) While research shows these 
tools can increase student understanding of the environmental or geologic concept(s) they 
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were designed to investigate (e.g., Luo et al. 2005; Reynolds et al. 2005; Schultz 2009), 
little has been done to ensure students develop a conceptual understanding of what 
numerical or computational models actually are or how to approach them critically.  
Quantitative literacy is the ability to apply quantitative knowledge and reasoning 
in everyday life (Madison and Steen 2008). This involves the ability to use basic 
algebraic symbols, estimate and measure quantities, analyze evidence, question 
assumptions, detect fallacies, read and draw inferences from graphs, and recognize 
sources of error, as well as the development of general comfortability with quantitative 
ideas and methods (The Quantitative Literacy Design Team, 2001). 
In Chapter 4, quantitative modeling in volcanology is brought to the classroom 
via the Tephra2 online simulation tool. VHub.org, a web platform designed to bring 
together volcanological models and modelers for educational and research purposes, 
provides resources that allow students to explore and execute sophisticated 
volcanological models like Tephra2 online, enabling the development of model literacy 
among students. 
Computational model literacy is the subset of quantitative literacy dealing with 
concepts unique to computer model development and interpretation, including model 
verification, validation, and constitutive assumptions. Ultimately, model literacy 
initiatives aim to develop the skills necessary to approach a model critically, the ability to 
recognize that all models have both strengths and limitations, and an awareness of the 
fact that no scientific model is an exact representation of reality. These ideas are rarely, if 
ever, imparted in a classroom environment.  
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By incorporating research-caliber models into the classroom, concepts of model 
literacy can begin to be addressed. At the same time, more traditional quantitative skills, 
for example the ability to read a contour plot or calculate an average, can also be 
practiced. The Tephra2 model for forecasting tephra fallout from volcanic eruptions is an 
example of a computational model initially developed for volcanological research (e.g., 
Bonadonna et al. 2005a) and hazard mitigation (e.g., Connor et al. 2001). Advances in 
cyberinfrastructure in volcanology have enabled a re-development of the model interface 
for student use via VHub.org, an easily accessible online platform. Incorporating Tephra2 
and other research-caliber models into the classroom will help to foster both quantitative 
and model literacy among geoscience students (See Chapter 4). 
  
Summary 
This work demonstrates novel field techniques that can be used to relate volcanic 
deposits to the underlying eruption processes that formed them. The field work informs 
both conceptual and quantitative models of volcanism while the employment of research 
quality models in the classroom ensures that the next generation of scientists will have 
the skillset necessary both to approach models critically and to continue to improve upon 
existing geoscience models. Cumulatively, this work provides new field and educational 
techniques that can be employed to advance scientific understanding of scoria cone 
forming eruptions, to validate and improve existing quantitative models in volcanology, 
and to encourage students to develop the conceptual understanding necessary to approach 
models critically. 
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CHAPTER TWO: VIOLENT STROMBOLIAN OR NOT? USING GROUND 
PENETRATING RADAR TO DISTINGUISH DEPOSITS OF LOW AND HIGH 
ENERGY SCORIA CONE ERUPTIONS 
 
Scoria cones often grow by the accumulation of individual particles transported 
ballistically in Strombolian-type eruptions (e.g., McGetchin et al. 1974). Alternative 
models of cone formation suggest that, rather than being dominated by ballistic 
deposition, cones are built primarily of fallout from the eruption column in more 
explosive eruptions, often termed violent Strombolian (Riedel et al. 2003; Valentine et al. 
2005; Martin and Nemeth 2006). Currently, the distinction between normal Strombolian 
and violent Strombolian is based on direct observations of eruptions or by inference of 
eruption characteristics from mapping of tephra fall deposits (e.g., Pyle 1989). 
Unfortunately, medial to distal tephra fall deposits erode rapidly, leaving behind only the 
near-vent facies of scoria cones which are thicker and less easily eroded. Therefore a tool 
that is capable of delineating differences between low energy Strombolian deposits and 
higher energy violent Strombolian deposits from investigation of the preserved scoria 
edifice is necessary. Ground penetrating radar imaging of Cerro Negro, an active basaltic 
scoria cone in Nicaragua, has revealed details of cone deposits at depths of up to 12 
meters. The record of the 1992 eruption, which was observed to be violent Strombolian, 
shows quantifiable differences from normal Strombolian near-vent facies, including 
reflections in the downwind profile that are continuous for hundreds of meters and 
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through the slope break. The ability to differentiate between tephra fallout and 
ballistically emplaced deposits at Cerro Negro suggests ground penetrating radar imaging 
may be useful in distinguishing eruptive style in older scoria cones, where the medial to 
distal tephra deposits are eroded or buried.  
 
Introduction 
Scoria cone formation  
Many scoria cones form by ejection of low-viscosity magmas in Strombolian or 
Hawaiian style activity. Dominant mechanisms of deposition include ballistic fallout and 
avalanching, with some contribution due to fallout from an eruption column for more 
explosive eruptions, termed ‘violent Strombolian’. Current models of cone growth 
include ballistic ejection models (e.g., McGetchin et al. 1974; Head and Wilson 1989) 
and models that incorporate both ballistic ejecta and tephra fallout (e.g., Riedel et al. 
2003; Valentine et al. 2005; Di Traglia et al. 2009; Kereszturi and Nemeth. 2012). 
The classic model of scoria cone growth is the Strombolian-driven model of 
McGetchin et al. (1974) (Figure 2.1). In this model, cone growth is due to bombs, blocks, 
and lapilli ejected from and accumulating about the vent. The model is a four stage cone 
evolution model including (1) Initial build-up of ejected material forms a ring about the 
vent representing the distance of maximum ballistic deposition. During this stage the 
location of the rim does not change as the volume of the cone grows. Eventually, the 
slope of the outer cone reaches the angle of repose. (2) Subsequent addition of material 
leads to over-steepening of the slope, which instigates grain avalanching and the creation 
of a disjointed rubble unit located midway up-cone and retaining the slope of the angle of  
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Figure 2.1: McGetchin et al. (1974) stages of scoria cone development. Stage 1 (a) initial 
build-up of ejected material forms a ring about the vent. Stage 2 (b and c) begins when 
the slope of the outer cone reaches the angle of repose. Subsequent addition of material 
leads to over-steepening of the slope, which instigates grain avalanching and the creation 
of a disjointed rubble unit located midway up-cone and retaining the slope of the angle of 
repose. (3) The grain-avalanched portion of the deposit (talus) migrates upward, leading 
to the destruction of the old rim. Down cone growth of the talus pile continues until its 
outer edge exceeds the limit of the trajectories of the pyroclasts. Stage 4 (e) The edifice 
retains the angle of repose as it continues to grow outward due to the addition of 
ballistically ejected material instigating small-scale avalanches, resulting in granular flow 
deposits about the cone. Figure adapted from McGetchin et al. (1974) (text re-set for 
clarity). 
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repose. Typically, this angle is ~30o - 35o. (3) The grain-avalanched portion of the deposit 
(talus) migrates upward, leading to the destruction of the old rim. Down cone growth of 
the talus pile continues until its outer edge exceeds the limit of the trajectories of the 
pyroclasts. (4) The edifice retains the angle of repose as it continues to grow outward due 
to the addition of ballistically ejected material instigating small-scale avalanches, 
resulting in granular flow deposits about the cone. This model was developed based both 
on daily observations and on photographs of Northeast Crater, Mount Etna, Sicily, during 
Strombolian eruption (McGetchin et al. 1974). Features predicted by the model include 
the presence of bedding structures dominated by parallel inversely graded deposits which 
pinch out near the base of the cone and the presence of large bombs and blocks 
concentrated near the vent and at the base of the volcano.  
The McGetchin model assumes normal Strombolian activity and hence assumes 
that activity is not accompanied by any sustained eruption column. However, many cones 
are associated with significant tephra fallout deposits and have been known to sustain 
eruption columns > 5 km in height (Segerstrum 1950; Macdonald 1972; Rose et al. 1973; 
Wood 1980; McKnight and Williams 1997; Hill et al. 1998; Connor et al. 2001; Mannen 
and Ito 2007). The presence of such columns coupled with the knowledge that the median 
grain size distribution for scoria cones is between 1 and 4 cm, a range considered too 
small to behave ballistically, led Riedel et al. (2003) to suggest that fallout from the 
plume of a sustained eruption column has a significant effect on cone morphology. Riedel 
et al. (2003) found that, mathematically, a ballistic and a fallout model are equally 
capable of constructing the observed edifice slopes. Martin and Nemeth (2006) 
investigated the grain size distribution for scoria cones in the Neogene volcanic field, 
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Mexico and found that here the size patterns are more consistent with accumulation via 
fallout from a sustained column than from ballistic emplacement. 
The idea that tephra fallout influences cone growth was expanded upon by 
Valentine et al. (2005) and Genareau et al. (2010) based on data obtained at Lathrop 
Wells volcano, Southern Nevada, USA. In their model, evidenced by Lathrop Wells 
volcano, the early cone is built up much as in the McGetchin (1974) model, with coarse 
grained pyroclasts ejected from the vent building a moderately welded cone. A rapid 
change in eruption mechanisms towards the violent Strombolian regime leads to growth 
dominated by the fall deposits from sustained eruption columns. Though some 
avalanching is present in order to retain the angle of repose, the majority of the deposit is 
comprised of in-situ tephra fallout. In the proximal record, in-situ fallout beds manifest as 
continuous layers covering areas on the order of 100s of meters and extending out onto 
the tephra blanket. The slope angle of tephra fallout beds may be at or below the angle of 
repose. In-situ deposits may be punctuated by granular avalanches of material which 
allows them to retain this maximum slope angle. 
Recent work suggests that gullies and other erosional features typically taken as 
age markers in morphometric analysis of cinder cones are in many cases actually 
associated with syn-eruptive processes (Nemeth and Cronin 2007; Kereszturi et al. 2012). 
According to these results, 4 m deep gullies can form syn-eruption and slope angle 
variabilities of at least 12 degrees can be found amongst young cones emplaced in the 
same field over the same time period. In the San Francisco volcanic field, Conway et al. 
(1997) report variations within this range as well as, conversely, little to no variation in 
slope angle among cones of very different ages. Ultimately, scoria cone morphology is 
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the result of complex patterns of growth controlled by the energetics of the eruption and 
associated pyroclastic depositional regimes. Syn-eruptive morphologies therefore cannot 
be directly linked to eruption style (Kereszturi and Nemeth 2012). 
Comprehensive imaging of cone deposits could be used to discriminate between 
the depositional processes involved in scoria cone formation, and would be indicative of 
varying explosivity of eruption, an important factor in hazard mitigation. Ground 
penetrating radar offers a method of collecting the comprehensive three dimensional view 
required for in-depth study of depositional processes and yet lacking from outcrop scale 
or purely morphological studies. Here we describe the results of ground penetrating radar 
imaging of the outermost (most surficial) portion of the volcanic edifice Cerro Negro, a 
basaltic scoria cone in the Central America volcanic arc in Nicaragua (Figure 2.2), and 
the implications for eruptive style and cone evolution. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Location map. Triangles show volcanoes in the Central American arc. Cerro 
Negro identified in red. 
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Ground penetrating radar  
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) utilizes electromagnetic waves to image the near 
surface. A typical radar unit consists of transmitter and receiver antennae which are kept 
at a fixed distance from each other. By moving the unit over the study area, it is possible 
to gather a radargram image of, in the case of young scoria cone deposits imaged with 
100 MHz antennae, the outer 2-12 + meters of the subsurface. The vertical resolution of a 
radar unit is roughly equivalent to one quarter of its wavelength. Thus, for a 100 MHz 
antenna, the radar will not be able to resolve individual beds thinner than approximately 
15 to 32 cm. Penetration depth depends on both the conductivity of deposits and the 
frequency of the radar. Using GPR we capture the attitude of bedding and stratigraphic 
relationships in the outermost 12 meters at scales above the resolution limit of the radar.  
Benefits of the GPR method include its non-invasiveness and the ability to collect 
near-continuous profiles over distances of 100s of meters on timescales of tens of 
minutes to a few hours. The velocity of the radar wave in the material through which it 
propagates must be determined to establish the depth to buried features of interest. This 
can be done either through the acquisition and analysis of common mid-point (CMP) 
profiles or, if the deposit contains a number of point objects, such as volcanic bombs and 
blocks, velocities may be determined from curve-fitting of diffraction hyperbolae evident 
when radar energy reflects off buried objects. In tephra deposits, radar velocities range 
from 0.06 to 0.13 m ns-1. Radar wave velocity is principally determined by the dielectric 
constant of the material through which the wave propagates. In tephra deposits, variations 
are primarily due to changes in water content, porosity, and matrix composition (i.e. 
organics). Abrupt changes in any of these parameters will cause the electromagnetic 
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wave energy to reflect back to the receiver antenna, in this way providing details about 
physical variations in the subsurface. Because of this, GPR is uniquely suited to identify 
subtle changes in eruption style and cone evolution where outcrops are not available. On 
the tephra cone itself, the most prominent reflections imaged are due to abrupt changes in 
particle size. These changes occur at the upper and lower contacts of fallout units as well 
as at the boundaries of granular flow deposits. Within these records, granular flow events 
are evidenced by the pinching out of one or more units against neighboring units. 
The utility of GPR in the study of a variety of volcanic deposits has been 
demonstrated (Russell and Stasiuk 1997; Cagnoli and Russell 2000; Rust and Russell 
2000; Cagnoli and Ulrych 2001a, 2001b; Miyamoto et al. 2003, 2005; Chow et al. 2006; 
Gómez-Ortiz et al. 2006, 2007; Grimm et al. 2006; Heggy et al. 2006; Abrams and 
Sigurdson 2007; Gomez et al. 2008; Cassidy et al. 2009; Kruse et al. 2010; Courtland et 
al. 2012; Chapter 3). However, the majority of the above ventures represent feasibility 
studies and mapping efforts. Little attempt has been made to use the information from 
GPR radargrams to answer questions about the underlying volcanic processes that form 
deposits.  
 
Cerro Negro 
Cerro Negro volcano has erupted 23 times since its formation in 1850. Eruptions 
are often characterized by columns extending 1-8 km into the atmosphere and can last 
hours to days (Hill et al. 1998; Connor et al. 2001). Léon, the second largest city in 
Nicaragua, is located approximately 20 km to the west-southwest and directly downwind 
of the volcano in the trade winds that dominate this area (Figure 2.2). The largest 
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eruptions of Cerro Negro to date occurred in 1923, 1947, 1968, 1971, and 1992. Each of 
these eruptions had total mass of approximately 107 m3 of fall deposits and resulted in 
significant (> 1cm) ash fall in Léon (Hill et al. 1998; Connor et al. 2001). 
The most recent large eruption, in 1992, consisted of two phases. The initial seven 
hours were characterized by an energetic plume reaching a total height of approximately 
7 km. The second phase, lasting approximately 17 hours, was characterized by a weak, 
bent over plume of column height 1 – 4 km. During the course of the eruption, the 
volcano destroyed a large portion of its cone, leaving behind a much larger inner crater 
than had previously existed (Connor et al. 1993). 
Since 1992, two weaker eruptions have occurred. In 1995, sporadic phreatically 
driven activity was followed by extrusion of a small lava flow into the main crater. 
Months later, Strombolian activity built a small cone within the 1992 crater and extruded 
a small volume lava flow on the NNE side of the volcano. The final stages of the eruption 
were characterized by violent Strombolian activity that sustained an eruption column 2-
2.5 km high and deposited 0.5 cm of ash as far away as Léon (Hill et al. 1998). 
In 1999, a low energy (VEI 1), small volume ( < 0.001 km3 D.R.E.) eruption took 
place, forming three new vents on the southern flank and base of the cone. The 1999 
event, unlike previous eruptions, was not accompanied by any activity in the main crater 
(LaFemina et al. 2004; Diez et al. 2005). 
 
Methods 
Nine GPR profiles were collected in September 2007 and January 2010 on the 
outer slopes of the Cerro Negro cone, each beginning at the crater rim and descending 
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radially outward toward the base of the cone (Figure 2.3). A single spiraling profile was 
acquired to correlate reflection horizons between radial profiles. All GPR data were 
collected by logging profiles while walking down slope. Profile SW begins at the main 
crater rim and descends southwest in the direction of maximum tephra dispersal as 
indicated by currently visible deposits and isopach maps (McKnight and Williams 1997; 
Hill et al. 1998; Connor et al. 2001). This profile continues out onto the tephra blanket for 
an additional 1600 m and is described in Courtland et al. (2012) (Chapter 3) where it is 
referred to as Profile D. Reflectors in this radargram have been correlated with tephra 
layers in a trench located approximately 2 km from the volcano. The trench, one of many 
dug by Martin et al. (2004), made possible the identification of the base of the 1992 
deposit on the radargram. Above this horizon, which becomes indistinct close to the cone 
where deposits are thicker, the deepest clearly identifiable reflection was selected and 
extrapolated to other profiles via tie lines from the spiraling profile. 
 A Sensors and Software PulseEKKO 100 system with 200, 100, and 50 MHz 
antennas was used in September 2007 and January 2010. Additional January 2010 data 
were collected with a GSSI shielded unit with 100 and 270 MHz antennas. In total, all but 
two profiles were collected with 100 MHz antennas. Profile lengths vary from 500 m to 
2000 m. Spatial sampling intervals range from 10 to 50 cm, sufficient for continuous 
tracking of the brightest reflection horizons. Positions were established with differential 
GPS mounted near the GPR. During post processing, the GPR profiles were re-sampled 
to uniform 10 cm or 15 cm intervals. 
 In all surveys, data were acquired for 250 ns or more with a temporal sampling 
interval of 800 ps or higher. Raw traces were edited (noisy traces removed), processed 
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with a standard dewow filter, corrected for time-zero jumps, and are shown here with an 
Automatic Gain Control (AGC) gain (gain windows approximately 1.5 times the peak 
period). To remove system noise, a bandpass Butterworth filter was applied to data 
collected with GSSI equipment. Data processing involved a combination of routines from 
the commercial package ReflexW from Sandmeier Scientific, Inc., and Matlab algorithms 
developed by the authors. Data were typically not migrated as the dips of target horizons 
relative to the surface were generally quite low (less than ~3 degrees). Exceptions include 
the gradual topography change at the crater rim and the abrupt change at the cone base. 
Radargrams collected in these locations were migrated to relocate the signal to its true 
spatial location. 
Travel times were converted to depths using uniform velocities for whole profiles. 
Velocities were derived from a combination of standard analysis of common midpoint 
surveys collected at the base of profiles and by curve-fitting of diffractions. The 2007 
data were collected in the rainy season and exhibit significantly more daily variability 
than is evident in the 2010 dry season data. 2007 best-fitting rms velocities ranged from 
0.095 to 0.13 m ns-1 with very little (<10%) variation of velocity with depth. The 
velocities of the profiles collected in 2010 vary from 0.12 to 0.13 m ns-1. Antenna offsets 
are accounted for in time-to-depth conversions.  
A significant portion of the cone is strewn with boulders (east flank) or breached 
by lava flows (NNE flank). The GPR could not be transported across these surfaces with 
good contact between antennas and ground. Thus this research focuses on the relative 
contribution to the cone-building process of pyroclastic material, primarily on the western 
half of the cone.  
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Figure 2.3: Map of GPR profile locations. All Chapter 4 profiles begin just inside the 
crater rim, crest the rim, and head down the cone to the slope break. Profile NSW1 
continues on past the cone base for approximately 400 m. Profile SW continues on past 
the cone base for approximately 1600 m (not pictured – see Chapter 4). The 1995 cone is 
in the northeastern quadrant of the 1992 crater. The 1999 vents are located on the lower 
southern flank of the main cone. Profiles indicated in brown are discussed in Chapter 4. 
Nore that profile SW merges into downwind profile D of Chapter 4.  
 
Results and Interpretation 
General deposit characteristics 
On the northern cone slopes (Figures 2.4 and 2.5), reflections evident in 
radargrams are irregular and dissected by numerous diffraction tails, as would be 
expected for a deposit with large clasts (> tens of cms). Reflecting horizons, while not 
continuous over great distances, roughly parallel cone slopes. A bright continuous 
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reflector dips about one degree less steeply than the current surface. This reflector 
extends from ~150 m from the cone rim down to the cone base on both profiles NSW3 
and NSW4. Diffractions indicate the bright reflector truncates at its upward limit 
approximately midway up the cone. We interpret this bright discordant reflector as an 
exposure surface (pre-existing surface of cone) whose upper reaches were destroyed by a 
subsequent eruption. Based on the historical record of eruptions at Cerro Negro, this 
reflection most likely represents the transition to the 1971 deposit, which was 
subsequently buried beneath the 1992 deposit. 
The overlying more steeply dipping reflecting horizons terminate abruptly or 
pinch out gradually against this bright shallower-dip reflector. Both within this surficial 
package and below the strong reflector, reflecting horizons undulate gently (< one 
degree) and are laterally discontinuous. Some reflections terminate laterally where 
reflections smoothly and unambiguously merge into one another, indicating the strata 
between the reflections pinches out (Figure 2.4, inset A). Other lateral discontinuities are 
not as clear, and may indicate lateral grading in bedding, complexities in stratigraphy on 
scales below the resolution limit of the radar pulse (<~15-30 cm for 100 MHz signal), 
and/or out-of-plane stratigraphic variability (Figure 2.4, inset B). Taken together, the 
pinch-outs and the lateral variability over scales of tens to a few hundred meters suggest 
that grain avalanching has been a significant component of the depositional process both 
before and after the formation of the exposure surface. 
Reflecting horizons imaged in the area surrounding the axis of maximum plume 
deposition (Figures 2.6 – 2.9) are bright and continuous over hundreds of meters. 
Depositional units can be followed the entire length of the cone, from rim to base, along 
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the outer slopes as well as for hundreds of meters laterally about the cone. Pinch outs are 
common. Profiles NSW2 and NSW1 (Figures 2.6 and 2.7) show bright reflectors that dip 
approximately 2 degrees less steeply than the current surface. These horizons show 
distinct offsets, or faults, at distances of ~200 m (Profile NSW2, Figure 2.6) and 90 m 
(Profile NSW1, Figure 2.7) downslope of the crater rim. In contrast there is no evidence 
of cone-steepening in profiles SW and SSW1 (Figures 2.8 and 2.9), where reflections are 
primarily parallel. Although the majority of profiles collected at Cerro Negro rest at or 
near the angle of repose for scoria cones of 30-35o, the topography of profile SW is just 
28o, as highlighted in Figure 2.10.  
The maximum thickness of some packages in this western quadrant is offset down 
slope, often within thin (< 2 m), elongate (> 100 m) features identified as slumps (Figures 
2.5 – 2.9, location given in Figure 2.3). Other packages exhibit progressive downslope 
thinning occurring over 100s of meters.  
Away from the main dispersion axis, on the slopes to the south and east (Figures 
2.11 – 2.13), reflecting horizons are irregular and discontinuous. With the exception of 
the most surficial returns, reflections can only be unambiguously followed for, on 
average, a few tens of meters. Much of the discontinuous appearance of the reflecting 
horizons is due to pervasive diffraction wings from point-scatterers. On profiles SSW2 
and SSW3 there are nevertheless subtle indications of horizons that dip < 2 degree less 
steeply than the current surface. Pinch outs could not be clearly identified due to the 
disjointed nature of these radargrams.  
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Figure 2.4: GPR profile NSW4. Acquired with 100 MHz antenna. Profile follows crater rim for approximately 120 meters before 
turning due north and heading down-cone. Location shown on Figure 2.3. GPR profile shown with vertical exaggeration of ~ 17. Cone 
steepening of approximately 1 degree is evident. A lava flow at the base of the cone prohibited data collection across the slope break.  
Inset: A and B illustrate types of lateral discontinuities observed in the radar profiles. In A, strata between reflecting horizons clearly 
pinches out. In B, stratigraphic relationships cannot be resolved. Beds are typically thinner than the radar wavelength, so features like 
this could represent a unit of finite lateral extent, but could equally likely represent lateral grading in bedding, or out-of-plane 
variability.  
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Figure 2.5: GPR profile NSW3. Location shown on Figure 2.3. 0-200 m acquired with 100 MHz antenna; 200 – 475 m acquired with 
270 MHz antenna. Cone steepening of 1 degree is evident. Returns from more recent deposits are quite irregular, perhaps indicating 
repeated distinct granular flow events. Slope break not acquired due to lava flow at cone base. GPR profile shown with vertical 
exaggeration of ~ 17.  
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Figure 2.6: GPR profile NSW2. 100 MHz profile crests crater rim, at first heading in a counterclockwise downward direction before 
straightening out to head down the cone in a radial direction. Location shown on Figure 2.3. Bend in profile occurs gradually in the 
vicinity of 125m along the profile. The 1992 A deposit extends to an unknown depth. Note buried slump feature just beneath the 1992 
A to B transition.  The gradual thinning of the lower 1992B deposits suggests these strata may be fall from the edge of the plume, as 
seen in profile NSW1 (Figure 2.7). Upper 1992B and 1995 deposits have a maximum thickness around 250-300 m downslope of the 
rim, as in profile NSW1 (Figure 2.7), suggesting these are sediments transported via granular flow from higher on the cone. GPR 
profile shown with vertical exaggeration of ~ 17.  
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Figure 2.7 GPR profile NSW1. 100 MHz profile crests crater rim to head radially out towards the tephra blanket. Location shown on Figure 3. 
The bright reflector at the 1992 A-B boundary dips approximately 2 degrees less steeply than the current surface.  The 1992 B package and 
internal units thin progressively downslope; these may represent fall deposits from the edge of the plume.  Deposition associated with the 1995 
eruption is concentrated downslope, presumably the redeposition of eroded rim deposits. (A close-up of the rim features is shown in Figure 16.)  
GPR profile shown with vertical exaggeration of ~ 17. 
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Figure 2.8 GPR profile SW. Profile crests crater rim and heads radially outward in the direction of maximum plume deposition. Location shown 
on Figure 3. Up-cone profile was collected with 100 MHz antennas, farther down the cone data was collected with both 50 and 200 MHz antennas. 
Dashed box is magnified in Figure 16. As in the NW profiles (Figure 2.6 and 2.7) the majority of the 1995 deposit appears to be the result of 
erosion higher on the cone resulting in deposition above the slope break.  However the amount of remobilized material is smaller on this 
downwind profile. Profile shown with vertical exaggeration of ~ 17. 
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Figure 2.9 GPR profile SSW1. 100 MHz profile crests crater rim to head radially outward towards the tephra blanket. Location shown on 
Figure 2.3. The reflection multiple occurs due to radar energy reflecting multiple times from subsurface targets resulting in the false appearance of 
additional units at depth. Above the 1992 A-B contact, deposition is thickest ~250 m downslope from the rim, presumably the products of granular 
flow and slumping. Profile shown with vertical exaggeration of ~ 17. 
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Figure 2.10 Average cone slope. Dashed lines indicate the standard angle of repose for cinder cones of 30 – 35 deg. Values 
demonstrate that the average slope varies radially about the cone with the least steep geometry coincident with the direction of 
maximum plume deposition. Elevation data set sampled at approximately 20 m intervals for all profiles. Transitions at the crater rim 
and cone base were removed from the calculation. Profile NSW4 was removed from this data set as the precision of the vertical GPS 
data collected along this profile was insufficient for slope analysis. 
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Figure 2.11 GPR profile SSW2. 100 MHz profile crests crater rim to head radially outward towards the tephra blanket. Location shown on 
Figure 3. Radar returns are irregular and show little evidence of internal structure. Individual granular flow events cannot be identified. Profile 
shown with vertical exaggeration of ~ 17. 
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Figure 2.12 GPR profile SSW3. 100 MHz profile crests crater rim to head radially outward towards the tephra blanket. Radar returns are irregular 
and show little evidence of internal structure. Slope break not acquired due to boulder deposit at cone base. Location shown on Figure 3. Profile 
shown with vertical exaggeration of ~ 17. 
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Figure 2.13 GPR profile E. Heading East from crater rim. Radar returns are irregular and show little evidence of internal structure. Slope break 
not acquired due to boulder deposit at cone base. Location shown on Figure 3. Profile shown with vertical exaggeration of ~ 17. 
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Figure 2.14 GPR spiral profile. 100 MHz profile begins on the Northern side of the crater rim, heads down the outer cone towards the west, 
crosses its westernmost point at approximately 350 m along the profile, and continues southward, terminating approximately 180 degrees south of 
where it began. Location shown on Figure 3. Elevation decreases with distance along the profile. See Figure 2 for map view. Note the strong, 
continuous reflections in the center of the profile (western quadrant of the volcano), as compared to the discontinuous, jagged reflections at either 
end (Northern and Southern sections of the volcano). Dashed line represents uncertainty in the identification of the transition from 1992 B deposit 
to 1995 deposit. Solid line indicates transition from 1992 A deposit to 1992 B deposit. Profile shown with vertical exaggeration of ~ 16.67. 
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 Table 2.1: Profile Textures 
Profile Proportion that pinches 
out and is not laterally 
discontinuous 
Proportion that is 
laterally discontinuous 
Max Length of 
continuous 
reflective horizon 
Profile 
length 
Slump 
feature 
Notes 
NSW4 0 % 100% 350 m 
 
475 m No Disjointed texture. 
Long continuous reflection 
interpreted as early exposure 
surface 
NSW3 0% 100% 125 m 475 m ? Disjointed texture. 
NSW2 0% 90% 600 m 600 m Yes  
NSW1 95% < 5 % 550 m 550 m Yes Numerous pinch outs at cone base.  
SW 5% 30% 440 m 440 m Yes Massive slump offset down-slope 
SSW1 30% 70% 500 m 500 m Yes  
SSW2 0% 100% 100 m 500 m No Too disjointed to discern beds 
SSW3 0% 100% 100 m 325 m No Too disjointed to discern beds 
Summary of the relative contribution of various eruptive processes to individual profiles. Data used to determine the relative 
contribution to the western quadrant of the cone of remobilized material and in-situ fall deposit. Western quadrant comprises profiles 
NSW2, NSW1, SW, and SSW1. Lateral discontinuity could result from grading in bedding, stratigraphy complexity below the 
resolution limits of the GPR, and/or out-of-plane stratigraphic variability. Lateral discontinuities in the cone edifice are generally 
interpreted as either due to in-situ ballistic blocks, granular flows with ill-defined upper and lower boundaries, or fallout material with 
complexities below the resolution limit of the GPR. 
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Figure 2.14 shows the spiraling profile in order to display the locations on the 
cone where reflections are bright and uninterrupted and where the radargram is 
dominated by diffraction hyperbolae. The bright reflections are clearly coherent through 
the western quadrant of the cone flank spanned by profiles NSW2 through SSW1 (Figure 
2.3). The northern slopes, while less coherent, also show some evidence of stratigraphic 
layering. In contrast, the radargrams on the southern and eastern slopes of the Cerro 
Negro cone are devoid of comparable well-defined underlying structure. The dominant 
signature is due to diffractions from point objects, indicating that in these locations the 
deposit consists of unconsolidated rubble rather than of unique volcanic units that can be 
traced for considerable distances. See Table 2.1 for a summary of the pervasiveness of 
pinch outs and related phenomena for individual profiles. 
 
Slope break 
The slope break at the base of the cone was imaged in five profiles. Bedding units 
in two of these five, profiles NSW2 and SSW1, truncate abruptly at the cone base (Figure 
2.15 top). Here the deposit is underlain by an older, approximately horizontally layered 
strata presumably due to tephra fallout from earlier eruptions of Cerro Negro, the cone 
deposits of which are buried too deeply to have been imaged by the current study. 
The two profiles closest to the axis of maximum plume deposition, NSW1 and 
SW (Figure 2.15 bottom), exhibit multiple reflective horizons that form continuous units 
through a minor break in slope. The reflection horizons in these locations can be traced 
from the crater rim, down the cone, and out onto the tephra blanket without ever 
truncating against older deposits (Figures 2.8 and 2.14). Profile SW is unique in that it
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Figure 2.15. Slope break. The transition off of the cone was imaged for five profiles, two 
of which are pictured here as representative end-members. Upper images have been topo-
corrected.  Top: Profile NSW2 truncates against older deposit at the cone base indicating 
outward growth by repeated granular flow events. Hyperbolas clustered at cone base 
represent reflections from point objects, for example buried volcanic bombs and blocks. 
Bottom: Profile SW exhibits continuous reflections from just below the crater rim, down 
the cone, and out onto the tephra blanket indicating emplacement by fallout from the 
eruption column. Each profile is shown with the topo-corrected image on top and the un-
corrected radargram on bottom. Profile shown with vertical exaggeration of ~ 1.5. 
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Figure 2.16 Crater rim. Upper images have been topo-corrected. Units closest to the crater rim 
are parallel, indicating emplacement by fallout from an eruption column. Upper units are laterally 
discontinuous where crater rim material has remobilized down slope, presumably coming to rest 
in slump features (Figures 2.6 – 2.9). Profiles shown with vertical exaggeration of ~ 1.6. 
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experiences only a slight slope break at a distance of approximately 430 m from the 
crater rim. After this point the deposit gradually slopes down towards the exposed tephra 
blanket off the cone itself. 
Profile SSW2 (Figure 2.11) shows a near-surface reflector (< 1 m depth) more 
steeply dipping than the current surface that truncates at the cone base. There is a subtle 
deeper linear feature that appears to dip less steeply than the current surface and that 
persists continuously beneath the surficial slope break.  
The slope break of the remaining four profiles was not imaged. Each of these 
lines came to an abrupt end when the cone met with textures such as bombs, blocks, and 
a’a flows, with which the radar was incapable of establishing adequate ground contact. In 
every case the transition from the cone to the surrounding, approximately horizontal 
topography was abrupt. Two profiles, NSW3 and NSW4, butt up against lava flows 
expelled from the cone during the 1995 eruption. Profile SSW3 plunges into the boulder 
field left behind after the 1999 eruption while profile E terminates in another boulder 
field just east of the cone. 
 
Over-steepening and slumps  
Horizontally layered units imaged near the top of profile NSW2 (Figure 2.16 top) 
represent crater rim deposits the lateral extents of which have been eroded down slope. A 
similar feature is evident in profile NSW1 (Figure 2.16 bottom). Initially these units are 
assumed to have mantled the topography, cresting the rim and continuing on down the 
outer cone slopes. However the form of reflections indicates that material previously 
associated with the rim and upper 100 m of cone slopes became over-steepened, resulting 
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in mobilization of material down slope. The result is a relatively thin (< 2 m) unit of 
discordant tephra, here identified as a slump feature, stretched out along the edifice slope 
for greater than 100 m along strike (Figure 2.6). Profiles NSW1 and SSW1 show similar 
slump features, with profile SW displaying a slightly shorter feature just above the break 
in slope. Additional buried slump features are evident in profiles NSW2, NSW1, and 
SSW1. Buried slumps are at the same stratigraphic horizon in profiles NSW2 and NSW3. 
With the possible exception of these profiles, all slump features are considered discrete 
events as the horizons bounding them vary from profile to profile. 
 
Ballistic projectile distribution  
Buried bombs and blocks, identified in the GPR record by diffraction hyperbolas, 
are concentrated near the cone base and at the crater rim. Profiles with continuous 
horizons contain few if any large diffractions along cone slopes, evidence that large 
bombs and blocks landing in these locations rolled down slope and accumulated at the 
cone base. One exception is profile SW, slightly less steep than the others, which displays 
a clustering of point objects 100 m up-cone of the minor break in slope, at the upper tail 
of the outer slump. 
Along profile SW there is an incredibly strong reflection at a depth of 
approximately 7 m. Beneath this reflection, radar energy is scattered such that no clear 
reflections are returned to the GPR unit (Figure 2.17). Beneath the strong horizon are 
many apparent diffraction tails. This pattern suggests that the radar energy is diffracting 
off of discontinuities in an irregular semi-continuous 3D surface likely characterized by a 
sharp, step-like geometry. This may represent a surface disrupted by or draped over some 
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combination of large bombs and blocks, perhaps a product of a high-energy eruption. 
Alternatively, it could also represent a buried lava or rheomorphic flow that failed to 
spread beyond this quadrant of the edifice. 
 
 
Figure 2.17: Strange texture of profile SW. Dashed box from Figure 2.7, profile SW. The 
limbs of diffractions are not hyperbolic and so cannot be due to point objects. Most likely 
due to large (>1 m) bombs and blocks ejected during large explosion which occurred 
during the 1992 eruption. Profile shown with vertical exaggeration of ~ 6.5. 
 
 
Faulting 
Faults are identified in radargrams as linear features that offset two or more 
reflective horizons and are observable over multiple radar traces. Faults A and B (Figure 
2.18) are both located at an elevation of approximately 660 masl while fault C is at an 
elevation of approximately 630 masl (Figure 2.19). These faults have apparent dips of 3 
to 10 degrees. Faults A and C offset reflective horizons to within 3 meters of the surface. 
Based on offset of these reflections, total offset of strata across these faults is 
approximately 0.3 m, with the base of the cone displaced outward relative to the top of 
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the cone in each case. Fault B, located nearest to the crater rim in profile SW, does not 
cut as many horizons as fault C, which is located farther down-slope and is buried 
beneath an additional 2 m of material compared to fault B (Table 2.2).  
In addition to these clearly identifiable faults, profile SSW1 displays evidence of 
four additional locations where a single reflective horizon is offset. Each of these features 
is located within the elevation range of faults A–C. Reliable measurements of fault 
offsets were not possible given that each feature only cuts a single reflection horizon. The 
relative direction of offset, however, agrees with that measured for faults A-C, 
confirming an outward shift of the cone base relative to the cone top. 
Fault locations do not appear to be related to slump locations and do not bring the 
slope angle closer to or greater than the angle of repose. Five of nine down-cone profiles 
were too rubbly to identify consistent layers. In these locations, even if faults are present 
they would not be detectable with GPR. 
 
Table 2.2: Detailed Measurements of Fault Structures 
Fault Location 
(m from crater rim) 
Offset* 
(m) 
Inclination 
(deg) 
Depth to first offset 
(m) 
A 100 0.4 10 2 
B 135 0.3 3 4.3 
C 185 0.3 5 2.3 
*Relative motions indicate outward movement of the base of the 
cone. Measurement Resolution: 0.1 m. 
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Figure 2.18 Evidence of faulting in the cone. Relative motion along faults indicates outward 
motion of the cone base. Each section is shown twice, once with interpretation and once without. 
See Table 2.2 for details. See Figure 19 for inclinations relative to topography. Profile shown 
with vertical exaggeration of ~2.5. 
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Figure 2.19 Fault locations. Profile locations shown on Figure 3. Color scale shown in Figure 3. Repose angles and fault inclinations drawn to 
scale. Fault lengths not drawn to scale. Fault offsets are 0.3 +- 0.1 m, see Table 2.2 for details. Profile NSW1 is pictured from the crater rim to the 
cone base. Profile SW is displayed from the crater rim to just below the minor break in slope, which occurs approximately 400 m from the crater. 
The two profiles pictured are separated by approximately 32 degrees. See Figure 19 for GPR radargrams from which fault information was 
derived. 
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Discussion 
Linking GPR reflections to individual eruptive episodes 
The base of the tephra fallout deposit associated with the 1992 violent 
Strombolian eruption was identified by comparison with a trench located approximately 
1600 m from the base of the cone (Martin et. al. 2004). This tephra fallout deposit was 
traced back towards the cone until it could no longer be recognized. The reflection fades 
to below background noise near the minor slope break of profile SW. At this horizontal 
distance, a strong reflective horizon can be identified approximately 3 m vertically above 
the base of the 1992 deposit (see Figure 2.8). By tracing this bright reflection up the cone 
and along the spiral profile (Figure 2.14), it was possible to identify the same reflection 
event about much of the cone. Based on its location, strength, and pervasiveness, this 
horizon is thought to represent a significant transition that took place during the 1992 
eruption. On the tephra blanket, Martin (2004) found that the deposit due to the first 
phase of the 1992 eruption, dubbed 1992 A, is characterized by relatively coarse particles 
with abundantly deuterically altered scoria while the second, weak plume phase of the 
eruption resulted in the deposition of finer material. As sudden changes in grain size 
create a boundary layer highly reflective to radar waves, the strong reflective horizon is 
believed to coincide with the change in eruptive style reported in historical documents 
and reflected in the medial deposit. 
The 1992 A deposit is buried under up to approximately 7 m of material at the 
locations of profiles NSW2, NSW1, and SW, however thinning of material associated 
with the 1992 A deposit occurs rapidly down-cone and towards the south. As a result, 50 
degrees southward of the main axis of plume dispersion and 400 m from the crater rim, it 
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is no longer possible to identify (within the resolution limits of the GPR) material 
associated with the 1992 A deposit.  
Because of the limited radar penetration depth it was not possible to identify the 
base of the 1992 A deposit on the scoria cone slopes. Material imaged below the strongly 
reflective A-B transition horizon likely represents deposits from a combination of the 
early stages of the 1992 eruption as well as, in some locations, one or more previous 
eruptions.  
During the weak plume stage (1992 B), material responsible for a number of 
approximately parallel reflection horizons was emplaced on the western quadrant of the 
cone. These reflections appear bright and continuous, especially when compared to 
material emplaced on the northern, southern, and eastern slopes. Thus away from the 
main axis of dispersion, the cone is presumed to have been constructed primarily 
ballistically. 
Each of the identified faults offsets the 1992 A-B transitional horizon. This, 
coupled with the thickness of material cut by each fault and the fault burial depths, places 
the timing of these events either within the later stages of the 1992 eruption, between the 
1992 and 1995 eruptions, or within the early stages of the 1995 eruption. Fault offsets 
imply that the western section of the cone base was displaced outward. The faults cut 
continuous reflectors believed to represent in-situ fall deposits, and hence are not likely to 
be associated with grain avalanching. Noting the extremely low inclination of these faults 
and the unique bulge in the topography of profile SW, we propose that faulting was a 
result of magma migration towards the surface in a trajectory that would have resulted in 
breaching of the western base of the cone had the intrusion not stalled. Instead, the 1992 
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eruption did not result in lava flow emplacement. In 1995 activity was focused in the 
northeastern section of the crater with lava breaching towards the east, making it unlikely 
that the 1995 eruptive episode instigated faulting in the western quadrant of the cone. 
Thus the faults identified in the GPR record were most likely emplaced during the later 
stage of the 1992 eruption. As such, the burial depth of Fault C has been interpreted as 
the base of the 1995 deposit. 
In 1995, a sustained eruption column of up to approximately 4.5 km resulted in 
tephra fallout that overlay the 1992 deposit in near-vent and medial locations. Material 
associated with this eruption contributed a much smaller volume to the volcanic edifice 
than the 1992 violent Strombolian eruption (Hill et al. 1998). In the GPR record, the 1995 
deposit is identified based on the locations of buried faults and detailed comparisons of 
deposit features with historic records.  
On the southernmost cone slopes, radargrams show no clear evidence of deposit 
layering over large (> 10s of m) spatial scales. Radargrams lack organized structure and 
are the most disjointed of all of the data collected, possibly indicating an in-situ pile of 
rubble. Profiles SSW2 and SSW3 terminate on either side of the 1999 vents, the 
formation of which was observed by INETER staff and is thus known to have occurred 
ballistically and without an accompanying eruption column. The deposit imaged in these 
locations may be significantly affected by this eruption, though it is not possible to 
determine the boundaries between the 1992, 1995, and 1999 deposit at this location based 
solely on the data collected. 
While the GPR record undoubtedly imaged the deposit of multiple eruptions, no 
ground truthing (trenching) has been possible on the cone itself. Detailed comparison of 
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radargrams with historic records enabled the identification of the 1992 A, 1992 B, 1995, 
and 1999 deposits within the GPR data. Once these correlations were made, it became 
possible to elucidate details about each of these eruptive episodes, including the impact of 
the bent over plume on the western half of the cone and the possible intrusion event at the 
end of the 1992 eruption. 
 
The effect of the eruption column on the cone deposit 
The fact that most scoria cone slopes rest at or near the angle of repose is often 
interpreted to mean that the cone has grown by grain flow avalanching acting to retain the 
angle of repose about the cone. The presence of numerous pinch outs in GPR radargrams 
supports this idea. However, the fact that a significant number of horizons can be traced 
over distances of 100s of meters, including at the crater rim and through the slope break 
at the base of the cone, proves that some units are not remobilized, but are deposited 
primarily by tephra fallout from an eruption column.  
Material emplaced downwind of the vent has been significantly affected by 
fallout from the eruption column. Here units mantle topography, thin with distance from 
the vent, and are continuous over 100s of meters. Elsewhere the deposit appears 
disjointed and littered with point scatterers. Fallout from plume margins creates a 
continuous deposit in the down-wind quadrant (profiles NSW2, NSW1, SW, and SSW1) 
but has very little impact away from the main axis of dispersion. This results in a lower 
rate of deposit thinning, and hence a shallower slope angle, along the major axis of 
dispersion. Here the deposit shows less evidence of any down-slope flow of material after 
initial emplacement. The slope angle is approximately 7o lower along this axis than along 
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slopes dominated by granular flow. This transition indicates that avalanching, at this 
location, is triggered at > 28o. The lack of a significant number of bombs and blocks 
indicates that singular blocks landing on this slightly less inclined, though possibly 
smoother, surface rolled downhill due to their momentum at the time of impact. 
Units that clearly and unambiguously pinch out against neighboring horizons are 
more easily identified in this downwind quadrant due to the ordered nature of the 
reflected energy. The slump features evident in these profiles are created when 
avalanched material is able to erode one or more units that are subsequently in-filled by 
the downslope movement of additional material. Erosion is unlikely to be the result of 
surge phenomena as surges produced by eruptions of Cerro Negro tend to be very dilute. 
These infrequent, small volume events would not have the erosional power to carve out 
the slump features evident in radargrams. Instead, avalanching is most likely instigated 
by the impact of large pyroclasts onto unstable slopes. 
Away from the axis of maximum plume deposition, material is primarily 
emplaced ballistically. Here material is subject to pervasive avalanching, as indicated by 
the termination of flow units at the base of the cone, the disjointed nature of the reflected 
energy, and the topography of the cone resting at the standard angle of repose for scoria 
cones. We hypothesize that a smaller proportion of fines away from the main dispersion 
axis would build a less stable deposit more prone to avalanching (e.g., Riedel et al. 2003; 
Meade et al. 2011). Additionally, a lower proportion of fines might result in less distinct 
contacts between flow events, prohibiting identification of these boundaries with radar 
methods. Further investigation is needed to establish links between the grain size 
distribution of tephra, its propensity to flow, and the reflectivity of the resultant contact. 
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The cone steepening observed with decreasing depth in profiles NSW4, NSW3 
and SSW2 could be explained if the deposit in these locations changed in character from 
deposition by fallout to more ballistically driven emplacement with granular flows. The 
strong, lower-angle reflection could result from a unit emplaced by fallout and 
subsequently buried under bombs and blocks, with the ballistically emplaced layer 
subject to pervasive avalanching. The disjointed nature of the upper deposit would scatter 
radar energy reflecting from lower units causing all strata to appear somewhat jumbled 
and broken up even if they are in fact continuous. The spatial extent of the lower horizon, 
on the order of hundreds of meters in each case, lends credence to this idea.  
A rough estimate for the pervasiveness of granular flows on the western quadrant 
of the cone, garnered from geometrical relationships evident in GPR radargrams, is that a 
minimum of ~ 33 % of the material emplaced near the axis of maximum plume 
deposition consists of remobilized deposit. A minimum of 16 % of this quadrant is 
comprised of fallout material that has not experienced any remobilization. This is an 
underestimate as ~ 50% of the cone could not be definitively identified as either in-situ or 
re-mobilized, due to ambiguous bedding terminations, even though the lateral extent of 
many of these packages is greater than 100 m, implying deposition by fallout. These 
numbers are rough estimates determined by comparing those reflections which clearly 
merge into each other (indicative of granular flow of material) to those which are clear 
and continuous and mantle the pre-existing topography (indicative of fallout from an 
eruption column) and those which are laterally discontinuous (indicative of either 
unconsolidated bombs and blocks, granular flows with ill-defined upper and lower 
boundaries, or fallout material with complexities below the resolution limit of the GPR). 
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See Table 2.1 and Figure 2.20 for details of the relative contribution of various 
depositional processes to individual profiles. 
 
Figure 2.20: Emplacement mechanism summary. remobilized deposit: Radargram shows 
evidence of structure however reflections are discontinuous laterally and dominated by evidence 
of point objects; dominated by in-situ fallout deposit: While radargrams show some evidence of 
remobilization, most commonly in the form of massive slump events, reflections overall display 
continuity over large (100s of meters) spacial scales and horizons appear to mantle topography 
from the cone rim through the slope break; dominated by in-situ ballistic deposit: Radargram 
dominated by diffraction wings from point-scatterers. Little indication of mass movement of 
material. 
 
Conclusions 
GPR is capable of capturing evidence left in the deposit of a variety of volcanic 
processes and events including cone-steepening, granular flows, slumping, faulting, and 
possible near-surface magma intrusion. By exploring the outer 12 meters of the Cerro 
Negro volcanic edifice with a GPR unit, the major factors involved in the later stages of 
the cone building process, as well as their relative contribution to this process, were 
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revealed. The results demonstrate that near-surface cone stratigraphy at this location is 
quite variable and provides evidence for emplacement by both low and high energy 
modes of deposition. 
There are two basic forms evident in radargrams collected on the slopes of Cerro 
Negro: clear reflections which are lenticular over distances of 100s of meters and chaotic, 
scattered reflections which can only be traced for approximately tens of meters at best. 
These two forms are spatially separated. Clear, bright, continuous reflections occur in 
those locations most influenced by fallout from plume margins and are indicative of high 
energy violent Strombolian activity. Locations not influenced by the plume were built of 
ballistically emplaced bombs and blocks. Grain avalanching occurred at locations all 
about the cone; however the evidence for avalanching as the primary control on cone 
morphology along the axis of maximum plume deposition is weak. The fact that strong 
reflections can be traced from the crater rim, down past the slope break, and out onto the 
tephra field suggests tephra fallout as the dominant mechanism of deposition in areas 
directly downwind of the vent. The presence of massive slump events within some of 
these profiles indicates that over-steepening and granular flow of material can occur on 
these locations as well, provided slopes are steep enough to initialize mass flow. GPR 
radargrams indicate that the sustained eruption columns generated by highly explosive 
eruptions have a profound effect on the cone building process in the area close to the 
major axis of dispersion.  
These findings can be used to infer the depositional processes responsible for 
edifice construction at young scoria cones with no historic record provided adequate three 
dimensional coverage is obtained. Subtle variations in slope angle could be used to 
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speculate whether sustained strong plumes characterized some phase of eruption, leading 
to relatively continuous beds and a lack of avalanching. Continuous beds evident in low 
slope angle profiles are indicative of tephra fallout from high energy and dispersive 
explosive eruptions. Conversely, uniform steep sided cones should not have such beds. 
The GPR method can provide critical direct evidence to distinguish between the shallow 
slopes associated with tephra fallout depositional processes (violent Strombolian facies) 
and the shallow slopes associated with other phenomena including surges and slope 
degradation (e.g., Wood 1980).  
GPR imaging of the Cerro Negro scoria cone edifice clearly shows that the 
depositional processes involved in cone growth can be varied and complex and are 
unlikely to be fully resolved on the scale of all but the largest quarry outcrops (100s of 
meters) and only if information can be obtained for the full three dimensional structure. 
Multiple eruptive regimes can be identified using the GPR method and are here shown to 
vary spatially about the cone. These results indicate that when target sites are carefully 
selected and adequate spatial coverage is attained, it is possible to use radar techniques to 
differentiate between low energy normal Strombolian and higher energy violent 
Strombolian eruptive styles. Therefore GPR imaging of older scoria cone deposits with 
no medial to distal tephra preservation can provide insight into the eruption mechanism(s) 
that formed them, including elucidation of the variety and relative contribution of 
ballistic and fallout depositional regimes, and delineation between low and high energy 
phases of eruption.  
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CHAPTER THREE: GPR INVESTIGATION OF TEPHRA FALLOUT, CERRO 
NEGRO VOLCANO, NICARAGUA: A METHOD FOR CONSTRAINING 
PARAMETERS USED IN TEPHRA SEDIMENTATION MODELS1 
 
Most tephra fallout models rely on the advection-diffusion equation to forecast 
sedimentation and hence volcanic hazards. Here we test the application of the advection-
diffusion equation to tephra sedimentation using data collected on the proximal (350 to 
approximately 1200 m from the vent) to medial (greater than approximately 1200 m from 
the vent) tephra blanket of a basaltic cinder cone, Cerro Negro volcano, located in 
Nicaragua. Our understanding of tephra depositional processes at this volcano is 
significantly improved by combination of sample pit data in the medial zone and high-
resolution ground penetrating radar (GPR) data collected in the near-vent and proximal 
zones. If the advection-diffusion equation applies, then the thickness of individual tephra 
deposits should have Gaussian crosswind profiles and exponential decay with distance 
away from the vent. At Cerro Negro, steady trade winds coupled with brief eruptions of 
relatively low energy (VEI 2-3) create relatively simple deposits. GPR data were 
collected along three crosswind profiles at distances 700 to 1600 m from the vent; sample 
pits were used to estimate thickness of the 1992 tephra deposit up to 13 km from the vent.  
                                                           
1
 These results have been previously published (Courtland LM, Kruse SE, Connor CB, Connor LJ, Savov 
IP, Martin KT (2012) GPR investigation of tephra fallout, Cerro Negro volcano, Nicaragua: a method for 
constraining parameters used in tephra sedimentation models. Bull Volcanol 4:1409-1424) and are utilized 
with the permission of the publisher. This version corrects the conclusions of Courtland et al. 2012 
regarding the parameterization of the diffusion coefficient in the proximal region. 
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Horizons identified in proximal GPR profiles exhibit Gaussian distributions with a high 
degree of statistical confidence, with diffusion coefficients of ~500 m2 s-1 estimated for 
the deposits, confirming that the advection-diffusion equation is capable of modeling 
sedimentation in the proximal zone and validating its application to the forecasting of 
tephra fallout generally. The thinning trend downwind of the vent decreases 
exponentially from the cone base (350 m) to ~1200 m from the vent. Beyond this 
distance deposit overthickening occurs, identified in both GPR and sample pit datasets. 
The combined data reveal three depositional regimes: (i) a near-vent region on the cone 
itself, where fallout remobilizes in granular flows upon deposition; (ii) a proximal zone in 
which particles fall from a height of less than ~2 km; and (iii) a medial zone, in which 
particles fall from ~4-7 km and the deposit is thicker than expected based on thinning 
trends observed in the proximal zone of the deposit. This overthickening of the tephra 
blanket, defining the transition from proximal to medial depositional facies, is indicative 
of transition from sedimentation dominated by fallout from plume margins to that 
dominated by fallout from the buoyant eruption cloud – a feature of deposits previously 
identified in larger volume eruptions. We interpret this change to represent a transition 
between two spacially distinct fall regimes, one located at a height of ~ 1-2 km and 
another representing the height of neutral buoyancy. The transition corresponds to total 
particle fall-times (the fall-time threshold of numerical models) of ~400 s.  
 
Introduction 
Tephra fallout is one of the main hazards from volcanic eruptions and tremendous 
effort by researchers worldwide has gone into characterizing tephra deposits in the 
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geologic record and into the modeling of tephra dispersion in the atmosphere. During the 
last decades a number of models have been developed that relate eruption parameters 
(e.g., total eruption mass, column height) to deposit features (thickness and mass loading, 
particle size distribution) (e.g., Suzuki 1983; Carey and Sparks 1986; Armienti et al. 
1988; Macedonio et al. 1988; Glaze & Self 1991; Hurst & Turner 1999; Connor et al. 
2001; Bonadonna and Houghton 2005; Bonadonna et al. 2005a; b; Pfeiffer et al. 2005; 
Connor and Connor 2006; Costa et al. 2006; Barsotti et al. 2008; Scollo et al. 2008a; 
2008b). Models are most often tested by comparison of actual deposits and model results 
at medial distances (~5-25 km) from the volcano, where risk to human populations is 
generally greater and where deposits are often well mapped compared with distal areas. 
However, these models do not reproduce accurately tephra deposits in the few proximal 
areas that have been well studied (e.g., Ernst et al. 1996; Houghton et al. 2004; 
Bonadonna et al. 2005a, b; Mannen and Ito 2007). Difficulty in modeling proximal 
deposition arises due to the fact that only rare eruptions leave accessible proximal 
deposits (Houghton et al. 2004). Most are buried by the eruption itself or by subsequent 
mass flows, making comparison of sedimentation models with actual deposits 
problematic. 
Pyle (1989) and others (e.g., Sparks et al. 1991, 1992; Fierstein and Nathenson 
1992; Bonadonna et al. 1998) note that proximal deposits often exhibit a break in slope 
near the transition from fallout dominated by sedimentation from column margins to 
fallout dominated by sedimentation from the buoyant plume. Houghton et al. (2004) 
found that the deposits of the 1912 Plinian eruption of Novarupta, Alaska were 
characterized by concurrent sedimentation from multiple eruptive regimes (e.g., 
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sedimentation from a rising column, fire fountaining, sedimentation from a buoyant 
plume). Clearly, near vent deposits are often complex because of the complexity of near-
vent processes such as fire fountaining, lateral transport in turbulent eddies, ballistic jets, 
mass flows due to rapid accumulation, and sedimentation from plume margins (Bursik et 
al. 1992; Ernst et al. 1996; Riedel et al. 2003; Houghton et al. 2004; Sable et al. 2006; 
Mannen and Ito 2007). These processes may prove difficult to model numerically. Some 
of the disparity between tephra deposit observations and models may also arise from 
oversimplification of the transient nature of volcanic plumes in some tephra dispersion 
models. 
In order for tephra sedimentation models to progress, it is important to acquire 
data to clarify features of vent, proximal and medial tephra facies. We document here the 
proximal to medial tephra blanket transition on a small basaltic cinder cone, Cerro Negro 
volcano, Nicaragua (Figure 3.1). The distal tephra blanket is not considered in the present 
study. A set of ground penetrating radar (GPR) surveys on the proximal tephra blanket 
are compared with medial observations from sample pits for Cerro Negro’s 1992 eruption 
deposits (Martin 2004) and with best-fitting advection-diffusion models (Connor and 
Connor 2006). As expected, models that fit the 1992 medial deposit under-predict 
proximal deposit thicknesses. From the data, we can clearly define a proximal-to-medial 
transition for the 1992 deposits, downwind from the vent. Additionally, this transition is 
identified for multiple packages within the pre-1992 deposits as well.  
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Figure 3.1: Location map of study area. Large triangle represents approximate location of 
center of active vent. Black circles mark locations of sample pits in which thickness and 
density of 1992 eruption deposits were mapped by Martin (2004). Isopach map is based 
on the sample pit data. Circles with crosses mark sites where 200 MHz GPR profiles and 
CMPs were acquired to correlate GPR profiles with basal 1992 contacts. Thick black 
lines show GPR profiles.Thick  
 
 
The GPR surveys described here were run on the tephra blanket between 350 and 
1600 m downwind of the vent. These profiles begin in the proximal zone immediately 
downwind of the topographic slope break that marks the base of the cone (Figure 3.2) and 
extend into the medial zone until the onset of substantial vegetation. On the cone itself, 
slopes are at the angle of repose, 32o. We find that the depositional pattern in the 
proximal zone is distinct from that on the cone itself, as well as from the medial portions 
of the blanket (here taken to include sample pits located 2-13 km from the vent). On the 
cone, for example, deposition is governed by fallout from column margins, ballistic 
transport, and granular flow down the cone slopes. In the proximal zone, ballistics are 
rare and granular flow does not occur. From GPR profiles collected in the medial to 
proximal zones, we establish the geometry of several depositional sequences. 
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Interestingly, all the proximal sequences (1992 eruption deposits and older) are 
themselves consistent with an advection-diffusion pattern: cross-wind they are Gaussian 
in form and along the axis of dispersion they thin exponentially to about 1200 m 
downwind of the vent. Beyond ~1200 m downwind, the rate of blanket thinning 
decreases relative to the proximal exponential (the blanket packages are thicker than the 
best-fit proximal exponential). This change in thinning trend at ~1200 m to 1400 m is 
believed to indicate where sedimentation from plume margins is superseded by 
sedimentation from the buoyant eruption column. Thus, as presented in the following, our 
understanding of proximal sedimentation can be improved through the use of GPR and 
the interpretation of GPR results in the context of tephra sedimentation models.  
 
Cerro Negro 
We choose Cerro Negro for investigation of proximal sedimentation because this 
cinder cone has a well-documented history of recent eruptions that are surprisingly 
consistent in character. Cerro Negro is a small basaltic cinder cone within the Central 
American volcanic arc that formed in 1850 and has erupted 24 times since. Eruptions 
typically last hours to days and are characterized by weak to strong plumes that reach 4 − 
7 km above the vent (Hill et al. 1998; Connor et al. 2001). Tephra falls from numerous 
Cerro Negro eruptions have impacted local residents and the population center in León, 
Nicaragua, ~20 km west-southwest of the vent. The most voluminous of the eruptions (on 
the order of 107 m3) occurred in 1923, 1947, 1968, 1971, and 1992. Smaller eruptions 
took place more recently in 1995 and 1999 (volumes 2.6 x 106 m3 and 0.8 x 106 m3, 
respectively) (LaFemina et al. 2004; Diez et al. 2005).  
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Figure 3.2: Locations of GPR profiles relative to vent. Topography data were compiled 
from DGPS data from C. B. Connor and P. C. LaFemina, DEM data acquired during the 
course of the surveys described here, and the 90-m SRTM (CGIAR-CSI 2004). 
 
As one example of this eruptive activity, Cerro Negro erupted in 1992 after 21 
years of quiescence. The ~7 km eruption column was observed by staff of the Instituto 
Nicaragüense de Estudio Territoriales (INETER). The activity was accompanied by 
dramatic widening of the vent with the crater increasing from approximately 100 to 370 
m in diameter (Connor et al. 1993). The 1992 eruption consisted of two phases. The 
initial phase, lasting approximately 7 hours, was characterized by an energetic plume 
reaching approximately 7 km into the atmosphere. The second phase, lasting 
approximately 17 hours, was characterized by a weak, bent over plume with a column 
height varying from 1 – 4 km (Connor et al. 2001).  
Martin (2004) dug 93 pits in the proximal and medial facies of the 1992 deposits, 
between 1 and 13 km from the vent (Figure 3.1). At each sample pit she measured tephra 
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thickness, deposit density, particle density and particle size down to 63 µm. Connor and 
Connor (2006) used the Tephra code to invert Martin’s (2004) fallout accumulation data 
for eruption parameters using a downhill simplex algorithm. Figure 3.3a shows a best-fit 
isomass map from the Tephra code. Based on these best-fit results, Connor and Connor 
(2006) estimate the column height to be 6.5 +/- 0.7 km, in good agreement with the 
observed maximum column height of 7 km. Nevertheless, Figure 3.3b shows that parts of 
the deposit are not particularly well-fit by the model; in particular, the model under-
predicts the sparse pit data closest to the vent where accumulation values are highest. 
Thus, while clearly capturing the sedimentation regime(s) responsible for emplacing 
medial deposits, the few proximal pit data suggest that regime(s) responsible for tephra 
accumulation in the proximal region were not accounted for by this model. 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Results of a best-fit Tephra model to the 1992 deposit. (a) Circles indicate 
sample pit locations where 1992 deposit mass (kg/m2) was measured with size and 
shading proportionate to measured deposit thickness, contours show best-fitting model 
predictions. (b) Modeled accumulation versus observed accumulation at each sample pit 
location where more deviation from the equiline indicates lower model fit. Significantly, 
the model underestimates the observed accumulation at the three sites nearest the vent on 
the axis of dispersion, indicating the current model is not capturing proximal processes.  
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Tephra Dispersion Models 
Tephra dispersion models based on the advection-diffusion equation predict the 
amount of mass accumulation at geographic locations, like the area about Cerro Negro, 
based on a set of eruption parameters (Suzuki 1983; Armienti et al. 1988; Connor et al. 
2001; Costa et al. 2006; Scollo et al. 2008a). The numerical simulation of tephra 
accumulation can be expressed by a simplified mass-conservation equation of the type 
(Suzuki 1983):  
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j j j j j j
x y k j
C C C C C C
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∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
+ + − = + +
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
 Equation 1 
where x is positive in the mean downwind direction, y is the mean cross-wind direction, 
and z is vertical; Cj is the mass concentration of particles (kg m-3) of a given particle size 
class, j; xw  and yw  are the x and y components of the wind velocity (m s-1) and vertical 
wind velocity is assumed to be negligible; K  is a horizontal diffusion coefficient for 
tephra in the atmosphere (m2 s-1) and is assumed to be constant and isotropic ( K  = K x = 
K y); ,k jv  is the terminal settling velocity (m s-1) for particles of size class, j, as these 
particles fall through a level in the atmosphere, k ; and Φ  is the change in particle 
concentration (kg m-3 s-1) at the source with time, t. The terminal settling velocity, v, is a 
function of the particle’s Reynolds number, which varies with atmospheric density 
(Bonadonna et al. 2005a). Horizontal wind velocity is allowed to vary as a function of 
height in the atmosphere, but is assumed to be constant within a specific atmospheric 
level. These assumptions hold up well for medial facies at Cerro Negro where strong 
trade winds blowing WSW characterize the local wind field (Byrne et al. 2007). In the 
proximal region there is an abundance of relatively large particles (particle sizes < -2) 
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and plume dynamics likely have a far greater effect on particle transport than advective 
transport by the local wind field.  
An analytical solution to Equation 1 can be written as: 
                     ( )
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for a line plume source with ,i jx  and 
,i jy  representing the coordinates of the center of the 
bivariate Gaussian distribution: 
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where the atmosphere is layered such that 
,x kw  and ,y kw  are true mean downwind and 
crosswind components of wind velocity in layer k; kz  is the thickness of layer k, and 
,j kv  is the settling velocity for the particle size fraction j  in layer k . This settling 
velocity depends on particle density, shape, and the physical properties of the 
atmosphere. Here ( )
,
,i jf x y is the fraction of erupted mass of particle size j  that falls 
from the plume at height i  and accumulates about the position ,x y . 
The variance of the Gaussian distribution, 2
,i jσ , is controlled by atmospheric 
diffusion and horizontal spreading of the plume (Suzuki 1983). In this model, complex 
plume and atmospheric processes, for example the interaction of the plume with the 
atmosphere, are not explicitly considered. Instead, the effects of these processes are 
approximated through the use of 2
,i jσ . This simplification enables the model to 
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characterize tephra sedimentation without defining the underlying mechanism of 
transport. For example, sedimentation from gravity driven plumes (e.g., Bursik et al. 
1992) will result in a deposit with the same characteristics as those predicted by 
advection-diffusion processes and therefore would be well modeled by the advection-
diffusion equation regardless of the actual physics of sedimentation.  
The source term of these models is an estimate of the mass per unit time released 
from the eruptive column at a given height. Once particles leave the column, the type of 
diffusion they experience is dependent on their size (Bonadonna et al. 2005a). For 
relatively coarse particles with relatively short particle fall-times (
,
)i jt , such as those in 
the proximal zone at Cerro Negro, diffusion is linear (Fick’s law) and the variance is 
described by (Suzuki 1983): 
                                 
2 '
, ,
2 ( )i j i j jK t tσ = +   Equation 3 
where 'jt  is the horizontal diffusion time in the vertical plume and accounts for the 
increase in plume diameter as a function of height. This diffusion model strongly depends 
on the choice of the diffusion coefficient, K , for large particles.  
For fine particles with long settling times, a power-law diffusion model is used 
(Bonadonna et al. 2005a). Diffusion of these particles strongly depends on the particle 
fall time and the horizontal diffusion time of the ascending plume (Suzuki 1983). 
Because of long settling times, these particles are deposited far from the volcano and so 
do not impact proximal sedimentation nearly as much as those following the Fickian 
model (Equation 3). Dispersal patterns generated by advection-diffusion models are 
especially sensitive to total mass of erupted material and, for proximal deposits, column 
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height (Scollo et al. 2009). Variations of wind direction and velocity in time and space 
also have a significant effect on deposits (Byrne et al. 2007).  
Although different advection-diffusion models make different assumptions 
leading to variations in their treatment of the eruptive column, wind field, dispersion, and 
other parameters, the predicted geometry of the deposit is similar for similar diffusion 
laws. For a case in which diffusion is linear, as in proximal and medial zones, the 
advection-diffusion model predicts that most mass will accumulate along the axis of 
dispersion with off-axis deposition governed by Gaussian diffusion, provided that the 
wind direction is constant, or consistent, with height above the erupting vent to the top of 
the plume.  
Equations 1- 3 make assumptions about eruption input parameters and tephra 
dispersion in the atmosphere. Specifically, they suggest that, in steady wind conditions, 
deposits should be characterized by roughly exponential thinning downwind of the vent 
(with departures from exponential thinning caused by variations in particle size and 
particle settling velocity) and a Gaussian distribution of material in the crosswind 
direction with maximum along a major axis of dispersion (Bonadonna and Houghton 
2005).  
While point sampling of deposits has given a clear sense that these features of 
tephra distribution exist in medial facies, our goal here is to test for these deposit features 
in the proximal portion of the deposit where deposit thicknesses exceed the practical limit 
of hand-dug pits (~1.5-2 m in unconsolidated tephra deposits). To better characterize 
these proximal deposits, a new methodology was required. Ground penetrating radar 
(GPR) offers an attractive alternative for imaging thicker units, and offers the promise of 
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near-continuous coverage along 2D profiles across the tephra blanket. An added benefit 
is that we are able to test model fit statistically and thereby estimate the Fickian diffusion 
coefficient, K, for proximal deposits. 
 
GPR Imaging of Tephra Deposits 
 Ground penetrating radar methods are similar to seismic methods, utilizing 
electromagnetic waves rather than acoustic waves. Reflection profiles are traditionally 
collected by moving a single transmitter-receiver pair (kept at a fixed separation) along a 
transect. Given the velocity of the waves through the ground, one may calculate the 
thicknesses of underlying units by recording the time it takes the electromagnetic waves 
to travel into the ground, reflect off of the transitions between units, and be recorded by 
the receiver back at the surface. To determine wave velocities at selected locations, 
common midpoint (CMP) surveys are conducted by gathering data over a range of 
antenna separations. Alternatively, in environments with point sources such as volcanic 
blocks, the velocities can be determined from analysis of the form of diffractions. In 
tephra deposits, velocities are controlled principally by porosity, water content, and 
matrix composition (e.g., presence of organics). Tephra deposits often exhibit 
pronounced internal porosity layering associated with individual eruptive phases; this 
porosity layering can generate radar wave reflections. Particularly high-amplitude returns 
are associated with the distinct changes in porosity and lithology that occur when 
eruption style changes, and with paleosols or weathering horizons that form during 
quiescent periods. Thus GPR is beautifully suited to imaging the horizons that mark 
intervals between eruptive events. A number of studies have capitalized on GPR’s 
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capabilities in volcanic settings (Russell and Stasiuk 1997; Cagnoli and Russell 2000; 
Rust and Russell 2000; Cagnoli and Ulrych 2001a, 2001b; Miyamoto et al. 2003, 2005; 
Chow et al. 2006; Gómez-Ortiz et al. 2006, 2007, 2008; Grimm et al. 2006; Heggy et al. 
2006; Abrams and Sigurdson 2007; Cassidy et al. 2009) but none to date has focused on 
tephra deposits or used GPR data to help assess or validate numerical hazard models. 
 Although GPR surveys can detect the presence of very thin units (mm-cm 
thickness), the method cannot resolve the thickness of beds thinner than approximately 
1/4 of the radar wavelength (e.g., Guha et al. 2005). In practice in volcanic deposits 
(velocities ~0.06-0.13 m/ns), vertical resolution limits range from ~30-65 cm for 50 MHz 
antennas and from ~7- 16 cm for 200 MHz antennas. Depth of penetration depends 
principally on the conductivity of the deposit, which varies considerably with lithology 
(clay content) and antenna frequency. Very young tephra deposits are typically highly 
resistive, with penetrations of tens of meters for 50 MHz antennas, and up to 5 m or more 
for 200 MHz antennas. 
 On Cerro Negro, many GPR reflection events are quite distinct and can be 
traced continuously for many hundreds of meters over the central portions of the blanket. 
The thickness of packages between reflection events can be determined from the arrival 
times of reflections bounding the package and the wave velocity. Our ability to resolve 
thickness is lost at the margins where units thin below the GPR vertical resolution limit. 
 
Methods 
 GPR profiles were collected in March 2004 and August and September 2007 
over the proximal and medial portions of the Cerro Negro tephra deposits, 350 to 2000 m 
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downwind of the vent (Figure 3.2). Two to three common-midpoint surveys were 
collected along each profile. In addition, control surveys were conducted adjacent to pits 
to verify interpretation of reflections (crosses on Figure 3.1). A Sensors and Software 
PulseEKKO 100 system with 50, 100 and 200 MHz antennas was used.  
 The March 2004 profiles are shown as C2 and C3 on Figure 3.2 and were 
collected at 1 m intervals, sufficient for continuous tracking of the brightest reflection 
horizons. Horizontal positions were established every 50 meters with hand-held GPS; 
elevations were extrapolated to these horizontal positions from a high-resolution digital 
elevation model constructed with differential L1-phase GPS. The 2004 data were 
collected with 100 MHz antennas over the central portions of the tephra deposit. 200 
MHz antennas were used for higher spatial resolution on the thinner blanket at the far 
ends of the lines and for correlation with sample pit sites.  
 Profiles C1 and D2 were acquired in August and September 2007 with both 50 
MHz and 200 MHz antennas along the thicker portions of the tephra deposit, and 200 
MHz alone on the far ends of the profiles. During these surveys horizontal positions and 
elevations were acquired with differential GPS; sampling intervals range from ~10 cm to 
~50 cm. The GPR profiles were resampled to uniform 15 cm or 25 cm intervals with a 
linear interpolation. 
 In all surveys, data were acquired for 250 ns or more with a sampling interval 
of 800 ps. Raw traces were edited (noisy traces removed), processed with a standard 
dewow filter, corrected for time-zero jumps, and are shown here with an AGC gain 
(longer gain windows used for lower frequency antennas). Data processing involved a 
                                                           
2
 Profile D is the continuation of profile SW collected on the scoria cone edifice and described in 
Chapter 2. 
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combination of routines from Sensors and Software’s PulseEKKO software, the 
commercial package ReflexW from Sandmeier Scientific, Inc., and Matlab algorithms. 
Data were not migrated as the dips of target horizons relative to the surface were 
generally quite low (~3o).  
 Six clearly-identifiable high-energy GPR reflection events were selected for 
analysis (Figures 3.4 and 3.5). These high amplitude events must correspond to porosity 
changes, presumably representing either exposure surfaces or significant transitions 
within eruptive events. Arrival times of individual reflection events were extracted from 
the profiles either by interpolation between hand-picked points or by use of the phase-
follower algorithm in ReflexW. GPR pulses have a characteristic tri-lobed form that is 
typically not deconvolved. The variability in the waveform of the returns from different 
contacts makes it impossible to pick perfectly equivalent parts of different reflection 
events. To maximize consistency, arrival time picks were made on the peak of the first 
excursion of the pulse. Picks were made conservatively, avoiding areas of more complex 
geometry where relative thicknesses of individual units were difficult to establish.  On 
line segments where both 50 MHz and 200 MHz data were acquired (central part of 
profile C1 and upwind portion of profile D), picks on shallow reflectors were made from 
the 200 MHz data and picks on the deeper portions of the same reflectors were made 
from the 50 MHz data. Because arrival time picks were made on the first peak, a 
consistent upward shift in the pick of the longer-period 50 MHz arrival was required for a 
consistent fit with the 200 MHz picks.  
 Radar wave velocities were determined through standard analysis of common 
midpoint surveys collected approximately every 500 m along the profiles. In the Feb 
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2004 dry season, over the thicker central portions of the blanket, root-mean-squared 
velocities vary from 0.13 m/ns for the whole tephra package (5-20 meters) to 0.15 m/ns 
for the surficial and presumably driest uppermost meter. Dry season rms velocities on the 
lateral edges of the profiles where the tephra deposits are thinner (a few meters) range 
from ~0.13-.15 m/ns. This variability is perhaps due to porosity variations between layers 
and within layers, and to water content variability between areas slightly higher (and 
exposed to more hours of sun) and those in topographic lows. In the absence of high-
resolution characterization of velocity variation, the whole-package value of 0.13 m/ns 
was assumed in time-to-depth conversions of the 2004 data. This value is probably 
somewhat low for the shallower thinner portions of the deposits at the lateral edges of the 
surveys, where thicknesses may be up to 15% more than estimated. 
Velocities in profiles acquired in August-September 2007 show more day-to-day 
variability associated with rainfall. A best-fitting single velocity was established for each 
continuously acquired section of a profile from CMPs conducted at the beginning and 
end of each section. Best-fitting velocities ranged from 0.095 to 0.13 m/ns. Unlike the dry 
season 2004 data, rms velocities vary by less than ~10% with depth throughout the tephra 
blanket at a given moment at a given site; no consistent decrease in velocity with depth 
was observed. Travel times were converted to depths using uniform velocities for whole 
profiles or for large sections (hundreds of meters) of each profile. Antenna offsets are 
accounted for in time-to-depth conversions. Thicknesses of the packages between 
selected horizons were then computed simply by taking the difference in depths between 
upper and lower contacts. 
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After package thicknesses were determined, the approximate position of the peak 
thickness for each package was extracted. This point should lie along the average axis of 
dispersion for the eruption event or events contained in the deposit. An overall average 
axis of dispersion was determined for all of the packages identified. Based on this overall 
average direction we defined a perpendicular average cross-wind direction, and projected 
package thicknesses onto this cross-wind direction. Finally, for each of the projected 
crosswind package thicknesses, the best-fitting Gaussian function was determined in the 
form: 
                                               ( )
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     Equation 4 
where T  is the deposit thickness at a given cross-wind position x , A  is the peak 
thickness along the axis of dispersion, and σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian 
distribution, a measure of the cross-wind width of the deposit. For downwind profiles, 
data were projected onto a profile with the mean direction of axis of dispersion, and a 
best-fit exponential thinning function was determined for each package.  
 
Results 
Correlation of GPR events with eruptive history 
Of the six GPR reflection events chosen for analysis (Figures 3.4 and 3.5), two 
can be directly correlated with known contacts. The first is horizon E, which marks the 
basal contact of the 1992 deposits. This correlation is unambiguous, based on 
comparisons of the GPR profiles and CMP surveys collected with 200 MHz antennas 
adjacent to sample pits dug at the southwestern end of downwind line D and the northern 
end of crosswind line C2 (circles with crosses on Figure 3.1). The second identifiable 
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horizon is horizon A, an exceptionally strong reflection event that marks the boundary 
between zones with texturally distinct types of GPR returns. We note that many of the 
returns that appear to be coming from depths beneath A are in fact reflection multiples. 
Below A, there are no clear primary events with the form expected for tephra fall – i.e. 
consistent thinning from a central axis.  Thus we infer that A marks the base of the Cerro 
Negro deposits, and represents the surface exposed prior to the initial eruption of 1850. 
The other reflection events marked in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 were selected simply 
because their high amplitudes make them easy to identify over many kilometers and 
ensure that these events are representative of transitions between or within eruptions. The 
shallowest reflection event (horizon F) could not be clearly identified on profile C3 and 
the far portion of downwind profile D because arrivals overlapped in time and were 
indistinguishable from the air wave/direct wave. Conversely, the deepest events (horizons 
A and B) could not be identified on profile C1 and on the nearest-vent portion of D 
because they lay below the penetration depth of the GPR signal at the respective 
frequencies used. Due to the fact that the majority of horizons could not be correlated to 
known eruptive episodes, the tephra packages selected for investigation, with the 
exception of the combined 1992-present package, could not be uniquely linked to 
historical records of column height or other parameters of interest.  
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Figure 3.4a: Crosswind GPR profile C1. Collected 770 m downwind from the vent (see 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 for location). Middle profile shows picked horizons. Bottom profile 
shows the profile with times converted to depths and corrected for topography as 
described in the text. Vertical exaggeration is specified on the figure. distance = 0 
represents the point where profiles cross downwind profile D. Data along this profile 
were collected with both 50 MHz and 200 MHz antennas, only the 50 MHz profile is 
shown. However, arrivals picks at shallow depths were made from the 200 MHz profile; 
these are shown with dashed lines. The discontinuity at x = 180 m results from a merging 
of two profile segments acquired on different days with different saturation conditions 
and hence different velocities. The merge is imperfect because velocity changes are not 
uniform throughout the depth range of GPR penetration.  
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Figure 3.4b: Crosswind GPR profile C2. Collected 1000 m downwind from the vent (see 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 for location). Format as for Figure 3.4a; see Figure 3.4a legend. 
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Figure 3.4c: Crosswind GPR profile C3. Collected 1,600 m downwind from the vent. (see 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 for location). Arrival times were not picked across a zone where the 
surface topography was not accurately measured and interpolation between picks resulted 
in excessively noisy thickness estimates of packages. Format as for Figure 3.4a; see 
Figure 3.4a legend. 
 
 
Crosswind package geometry 
The crosswind profiles in Figure 3.4 show successive stacks of deposits with the 
form expected for tephra deposits, with maximum thicknesses roughly downwind of the 
volcano and symmetrical thinning toward the margins. There is some variability in the 
position of peak thickness both within and between individual units, indicating that the 
direction of the axis of dispersion varied slightly both within individual and between 
successive eruptive events. Most of this variation is likely due to small changes in the 
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Figure 3.5: Downwind profile D. Location shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. Data were 
collected with both 50 MHz and 200 MHz antennas near the vent, and with 200 MHz 
antennas to ~1800 m from the vent. The figure superimposes 50 MHz data, where 
collected, for times > 100 ns onto the 200 MHz profile. The exponential fits consider data 
from ~350 m to 1200-1400 m downwind from the vent. Format as for Figure 3.4a; see 
Figure 3.4a legend. 
 
local wind field, which is characterized by trade winds. For example, diurnal wind 
variations during the nine day 1995 eruption of Cerro Negro led to dual lobes in the 
medial deposit, with morning wind distributing tephra towards the northwest and evening 
wind distributing particles toward the southwest (Byrne et al. 2007). The durations of the 
main tephra producing eruptions of Cerro Negro vary from 3.6 to 49 days. Thus, changes 
in the local wind field like those observed over the course of the 1995 eruption are to be 
expected. Furthermore, the small variance in the location of peak thickness for each 
package indicates that the various eruptive events were emplaced into similar wind fields 
characterized by steady winds blowing in a northwesterly direction.  
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Figure 3.6: Thicknesses of packages between picked GPR horizons on crosswind profiles 
C1, C2, and C3. Projected onto profile perpendicular to average axis of dispersion.  (Data 
shown in Fig. 4, location shown in Fig. 2) N side of each profile is to left, S to right. The 
vertical scale is the same for all figures except the lower right, which shows the thickness 
of deposits over contact F. Black line = observations. Red line = best-fitting Gaussian 
curve. Parameters of the best-fit Gaussian curves are listed in Table 1. Profiles are shifted 
so that x = 0 lies at central peak of Gaussian. 
 
Although the overall dimensions of each of the packages between strong GPR 
reflections vary considerably, each package is remarkably Gaussian in form. Table 1 and 
Figure 3.6 show the best-fitting Gaussian parameters for the individual packages. The 
width of the tephra units as captured by the standard deviation of the best-fitting Gaussian 
function increases downwind from the vent, as expected from the advection-diffusion 
model.  
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Table 3.1: Best-fitting Gaussian Parameters* 
Package Amplitude A (m) Std deviation σ  (m) R
2
 
Dist from vent 
(km)/profile 
0.77 
C1 
1.0 
C2 
1.6 
C3 
0.77 
C1 
1.0 
C2 
1.6 
C3 
0.77 
C1 
1.0 
C2 
1.6 
C3 
AB - 3.89 1.71 - 143 217 - .964 .913 
BC - 1.83 0.82 - 124 168 - .971 .920 
CD 5.65 4.02 1.98 142 153 205 .976 .990 .950 
DE 5.79 3.51 1.65 132 145 177 .989 .986 .959 
EF 5.37 3.88 - 159 147 - .991 .970 - 
F-surface 8.77 5.53 - 184 208 - .992 .977 - 
* parameters as defined in Equation 4 for deposit packages bounded by GPR reflection 
events shown in Figure 3.4. Profiles locations shown on Figure 3.2. Fits shown in Figure 
3.6. R2 indicates quality of fit of Gaussian function (Equation 4) to observations. 
 
Tephra fallout models generally assume Fickian diffusion for short particle fallout 
times (e.g., Bonadonna et al. 2005a; Volentik et al. 2010). By relating the width of the 
Gaussian (Wσ = 6σ) to the diffusion coefficient ( K ), it is possible to solve for the 
diffusion coefficient from the geometry of deposits (Bursik 1998; Sparks 1997; 
Bonadonna et al. 2005b): 
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 Equation 5 
where x  is distance from the vent in the downwind direction (m),  xw  is the x component 
of wind velocity (m s-1), and we assume that the crosswind component of wind velocity, 
yw  = 0. This is equivalent to assuming that wind speed and direction do not vary with 
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atmospheric level. Thus settling velocity will not vary along the path from release to the 
ground. From this relationship, using the average wind field calculated from an inversion 
of the 1992 medial pit data, the diffusion coefficients for each of the best-fit Gaussians 
have been calculated (Table 2). The observed spread in diffusion coefficients of 262 – 
762 m2 s-1 is not significant as variations of this order are found to make little difference 
to sedimentation values calculated with advection-diffusion models (Scollo et al. 2008b). 
In other words, for modeling purposes, the packages at these proximal to medial locations 
are well characterized by a value for the diffusion coefficient equal to the average value 
for that package. Additionally, the calculated diffusion coefficient values are of the same 
order as those used in the Tephra2 numerical model; 100 – 1000 m2 s-1. 
 
Table 3.2: Measured Diffusion Coefficients for Crosswind Profiles 
Package Diffusion Coefficient (m2 s-1) 
 770 m 1000 m 1600 m Average 
AB - 354 510 432 
BC - 266 306 286 
CD 454 406 455 438 
DE 392 364 339 365 
EF 569 374 - 472 
F 762 749 - 756 
Diffusion coefficients for each crosswind profile. Calculated from equation 5 with a wind 
speed of 7.7 m s-1, the average best-fit wind speed derived from inverting data from the 
medial portion of the 1992 tephra deposit. 
 
Downwind package geometry 
Figure 3.5 shows a combination of profiles run in a downwind direction with both 
50 MHz and 200 MHz antennas. The curve in the profile line (Figures 3.1 and 3.2) occurs 
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because data were acquired along an open path through the vegetated downwind portion 
of the tephra blanket. Figure 3.7 shows the arrival time picks converted to depth with the 
thicknesses of individual packages projected onto a profile line (dashed line shown in 
Figure 3.1). From the cone slope break at ~350 m to ~1200 m downwind of the vent, the 
thickness of deposits fits an exponential decay. Beyond ~1200 m all packages show 
thickening relative to exponential decay. 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Thicknesses of packages between picked GPR horizons on downwind profile 
D. Projected onto direction of average axis of dispersion. (Data shown in Figure 3.5, 
location shown in Figure 3.2) Black line = observations. Red line = best-fitting 
exponential function fit to points between upwind point and 1200-1400 m downwind. 
Note vertical scales differ. Lower right represents total deposit thickness above horizon F. 
 
The overthickening evident in Figure 3.7 at distances beginning 1200 m - 1400 m 
from the vent marks the transition from sedimentation dominated by fallout from the 
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margins of the eruption column to that dominated by fallout from the buoyant volcanic 
plume. The location of this transition is termed the column corner (Bursik et al. 1992; 
Bonadonna and Philips 2003) and its distance from the vent (rc) in the absence of a 
substantial windfield is given by (Bonadonna and Philips 2003) derived for much larger 
explosive eruptions: 
                                                   0.2c tr H=  Equation 6 
where Ht is the maximum column height. The location of the column corner as measured 
from the various GPR packages corresponds to column heights of 6-7 km, typical for the 
more energetic eruptions of Cerro Negro.  
We can approximate the radius, ri, of the spreading plume at a given height, zi, 
with the relation developed by Bonadonna and Phillips (2003) and based on a 
combination of numerical studies (Morton et al. 1956) and observations of plume 
expansion (Sparks and Wilson 1982): ri = 0.34zi. Taking ri = 3σ = 3σi;j , it is possible to 
estimate the height of release for particles deposited at the locations sampled: 
                                                    
3
0.34i
z
σ
=  Equation 7 
Which yields a narrow range of heights extending 1 - 2 km above the vent for particles 
falling in the proximal zone. The Tephra2 numerical model (e.g., Bonadonna et al. 2005a; 
Volentik et al. 2010) uses a parameter, the fall-time threshold to capture the change in 
diffusion law between medial and distal zones. The idea of the fall-time threshold is that 
particles with short total fall-time (i.e., falling from comparatively low heights in the 
column and/or large particles falling with comparatively high velocities) follow a Fickian 
diffusion law, whereas particles with comparatively long total fall-time may follow a 
different diffusion law (e.g., power law) or be characterized by a different diffusion 
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coefficient. The median grainsize found from granulometric analyses of the 1992 deposit 
at the transition distance of 1200 – 1400 m is MФ = -1.5Ф with measured mean density ρ 
= 1000 kg m-3 (Martin 2004). For particles falling from 2 km height, this suggests a fall-
time of approximately 400 s, which we consider to be a reasonable fall-time threshold for 
proximal Cerro Negro deposits.  
 
Discussion 
Evidence for remobilization 
Only the earliest deposits at Cerro Negro (presumably 1850) show clear evidence 
of remobilization in the proximal zone, in the form of selective infilling of topographic 
lows. These infilled areas are highlighted in Figure 3.8. If remobilization were 
significant, we would expect preserved tephra blankets to deviate more significantly from 
a Gaussian form. Additionally, the fact that most of the fallout material imaged is well 
characterized by exponential decay indicates a lack of granular flows away from cone 
slopes, as expected. 
 Similarly, in the proximal and medial zones there is no evidence of remobilization 
of the 1992 and older deposits. We attribute this to the flat terrain on which the tephra 
blanket is deposited and the relatively fast return period of tephra eruptions at Cerro 
Negro. For example the 1995 deposit completely covers the 1992 deposit in the proximal 
and medial zones.  
 In contrast, tephra is essentially completely eroded away or reworked in the distal 
zone (> approximately 13 km from the vent). Although millimeter-scale accumulations 
occurred along the Pacific coast as a result of the 1992 eruption, these deposits are now 
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gone. Therefore we cannot make inferences about the distal deposits that result from 
Cerro Negro activity from our data (but see Byrne et al. (2007) for the application of 
mesoscale atmospheric models to distal dispersion from Cerro Negro). 
 
Figure 3.8: Central portion of crosswind profile C2. Shown with 5 x vertical 
exaggeration.  Top = GPR data, processed as described in text. Bottom = same, with 
interpretation. Red areas highlight topographic low apparently infilled by earliest 1850 
deposits. This is the only example recognizable in the GPR data of a package that 
selectively fills topographic lows. 
 
Comparison of 1992 proximal thickness and medial blanket models 
Direct comparison of the deposits of the 1992 eruption measured in sample pits 
(Figure 3.1) and via GPR data is complicated by the thinner, less voluminous, deposits of 
two subsequent eruptions in 1995 and 1999. At the sample pits where Martin (2004) 
mapped 1992 deposit thicknesses, the overlying 1995+1999 tephra units are quite thin 
(cms to a few tens of cms). As a result the potential GPR signatures of 1992-1995 and 
1995-1999 contacts are lost in the airwave/direct wave arrivals at surveys adjacent to the 
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sample pits. However, estimates of total tephra fall volume from the post-1992 eruptions 
(Hill et al. 1998; Connor et al. 2001) suggest that these deposits represent only ~14% of 
the total 1992-present deposits. Thus it is reasonable to compare GPR-derived 1992-to-
present deposits with stratigraphic observations of the 1992 deposit.  
Connor and Connor (2006) used the Tephra code to invert Martin’s (2004) sample 
pit data for eruption parameters such as column height, wind speeds, and grain size 
distributions. Their models, fit to the medial sample pit data, reasonably reproduce tephra 
blanket thickness at any site. If the physical assumptions in the best-fit Tephra code are 
valid in the proximal zone as well, we would expect the best-fitting tephra models to 
slightly (~14%) under-predict proximal zone thicknesses. Instead, Figure 3.9 shows that 
the best-fit Tephra models greatly under-predict 1992-present deposit thicknesses in this 
proximal zone. For the cross-wind profile C2, ~1000 m downwind from the vent, the 
GPR-derived 1992-present deposits are best fit by a Gaussian with amplitude A = 9.1 m 
and standard deviation σ = 185 m. At this location the blanket is 9 times thicker and less 
than half as wide as predicted by the Tephra model that best-fits the medial deposit. The 
Tephra model curve over the same location is characterized by amplitude A=1.1 m and 
standard deviation σ = 410 m (Figure 3.9).  
 These results suggest a significant change in the fallout regime as discussed by 
Houghton et al. (2004). The amplitude and standard deviation which characterize 
deposits does not change gradually, but rather changes abruptly from proximal to medial 
zones. The buoyant plume represents a regime in which particles fall from elevations near 
the level of neutral buoyancy and thus exhibit relatively long fall times which ultimately 
lead to a more dispersed deposit. Fallout from plume margins occurs at a lower elevation 
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within the plume and is less dispersed than that from the buoyant plume. Data from Cerro 
Negro shows that this proximal depositional regime is well-modeled by a Gaussian 
process. 
 
Figure 3.9: Comparison of GPR-derived thicknesses of 1992-present deposits and the 
predictions of the best-fitting Tephra model for 1992 deposits. Top: Along profile C2, 
where horizontal distances have been projected perpendicular to the average axis of 
dispersion. Bottom: Along the downwind profile shown with dashed line in Figure 3.1. 
Diamonds are values from the nearest sample pit data projected onto the downwind 
profile. 
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Figure 3.10: Cross-sectional area of packages identified between picked GPR horizons as 
a function of distance from vent. (a) Area is defined as peak amplitude x standard 
deviation of best-fitting Gaussian function. (b) Values in (a), normalized to area on 
profile C2 at 1000 m downwind from vent. 
 
Area of 1992-present deposits compared with other eruptions 
Figure 3.10 shows that the relative cross-sectional area of tephra shed from the 
plume shrinks consistently as a function of distance downwind from the vent for the units 
identified. The cross-sectional area of each package (defined as the product of the best-
fitting Gaussian amplitude and standard deviation) is ~ 1/3 smaller 1000 m from the vent 
than 770 m from the vent, and shrinks again by a similar amount over the area between 
1000 m and 2000 m from the vent. This clearly shows that the process producing the 
proximal fallout is decaying rapidly, especially in comparison with fallout from a 
buoyant plume. 
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We note that the cross-sectional area of the 1992-present deposits observed on the 
profile C2 (1000 m from vent) form ~47% of the total area of 1850-present deposits. 
(Area again assessed as the product of the best-fitting Gaussian amplitude and standard 
deviation.) This is greater than the proportional volume of 1992-present tephra compared 
to 1850-present tephra fall reported by Hill et al. (1998) and Connor et al. (2001), which 
is ~20%. This result suggests that the 1992 eruption resulted in a higher proportion of 
material deposited in this proximal zone than was typical for earlier eruptions. This 
observation is consistent with the decrease in volume of the cone itself in 1992 due to 
vent widening during the eruption (Hill et al. 1998). That is, much of the older cone that 
was blown apart in the first stage of the 1992 eruption was redeposited in the proximal 
zone. 
 
Conclusions 
GPR imaging of tephra deposits can provide thickening trends in the proximal 
region where trenching is difficult. When reflection horizons can be correlated to eruptive 
events, details of the depositional trends of specific eruptions can be determined and 
related to known parameters such as column height. Even when horizons cannot be 
correlated to specific events, general trends of deposits can be elucidated, such as the 
overall geometry of deposits.  
Interpretation of GPR data indicates the deposit within 1600 m of the vent is well 
characterized by three depositional regimes. In the near-vent region, rapid fallout and 
ballistic projectiles oversteepen the cone and GPR data show abundant evidence of 
downslope movement by granular flow. In the proximal zone away from the cone base, 
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deposition is via fallout from column margins (1 - 2 km heights) and follows a Fickian 
diffusion law. Deposition follows the same Fickian diffusion law in the medial zone 
however here fallout is from the buoyant plume and is thus characterized by different 
particle fall times. The GPR data and interpretation show an abrupt change in amplitude 
(thickness on the centerline) at 1200-1400 m downwind of the vent. This indicates the 
column and buoyant plume fallout regimes are physically well separated. This physical 
separation is related to the location within the plume at which the upward velocity shifts 
from momentum to buoyancy dominated (e.g., Woods 1995).  
GPR profiles collected at Cerro Negro exhibit remarkably Gaussian thinning in 
the crosswind direction and exponential decay along the axis of dispersion with distance 
from the source. Thus deposits are well characterized by the advection-diffusion equation 
even in the proximal zone where the underlying physics describing the transport of tephra 
from plume margins is unknown. These findings help validate the use of the advection-
diffusion model in characterizing tephra deposits.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: INTRODUCING GEOSCIENCE STUDENTS TO 
NUMERICAL MODELING OF VOLCANIC HAZARDS: THE EXAMPLE OF 
TEPHRA2 ON VHUB.ORG1 
 
The Tephra2 numerical model for tephra fallout from explosive volcanic 
eruptions is specifically designed to enable students to probe ideas in model literacy, 
including code validation and verification, the role of simplifying assumptions, and the 
concepts of uncertainty and forecasting. This numerical model is implemented on the 
VHub.org website, a venture in cyberinfrastructure that brings together volcanological 
models and educational materials. The VHub.org resource provides students with the 
ability to explore and execute sophisticated numerical models like Tephra2. We present a 
strategy for using this model to introduce university students to key concepts in the use 
and evaluation of Tephra2 for probabilistic forecasting of volcanic hazards. Through this 
critical examination students are encouraged to develop a deeper understanding of the 
applicability and limitations of hazard models. Although the model and applications are 
intended for use in both introductory and advanced geoscience courses, they could easily 
be adapted to work in other disciplines, such as astronomy, physics, computational 
methods, data analysis, or computer science. 
 
                                                           
1These results have been previously published (Courtland LM, Connor C, Connor L, Bonadonna C (2012) 
Introducing Geoscience Students to Numerical Modeling of Volcanic Hazards: The example of Tephra2 on 
VHub. org. Numeracy 5(2), 6) and are utilized with the permission of the publisher. 
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Introduction 
Modern geoscience research relies on numerical models to act as surrogates for 
direct observations of geologic processes and to forecast future events. The time and 
length scales of geologic processes, for example the long time scale of the earthquake 
cycle or the continental scale of Earth’s largest volcanic eruptions, often limit the 
applicability of small-scale physical experiments and hamper direct observations. It is no 
surprise then that the U.S. government, for example, spends billions of dollars each year 
to fund projects related to numerical modeling in the geosciences (Sarewitz and Pielke Jr. 
2000). Models exist to simulate natural hazards such as hurricanes, tornadoes, landslides, 
tsunamis, volcanic plumes, lava flows, lahars, pyroclastic flows, ballistic volcanic 
projectiles, snow avalanches, flooding, coastal erosion, the spread of nuclear 
contamination, and more (Schilling 1998; Tinti et al. 1999; Sarewitz et al. 2000; Mastin 
2001; Todesco et al. 2002; Pitman et al. 2003; Favalli et al. 2005; Macedonio et al. 2005; 
Patra et al. 2005; Rongo et al. 2008, Connor et al. 2012). In these and other numerical 
models, fundamental assumptions are made about complex systems in order to describe 
them in mathematical terms. Ultimately, hazard models provide people around the world 
with a basis for defining and describing catastrophic events. Model results are used to 
direct public policy, guide land use practices, plan mitigation measures, and delineate 
evacuation zones in areas of high risk. Ultimately, these and other applications require 
input from community members, government officials, and judiciary bodies, 
necessitating a basic level of model literacy within the general population.  
Given the high stakes, it is essential to understand the uses, strengths, and 
weaknesses of these quantitative tools. Just as an understanding of the scientific method 
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falls within the realm of quantitative literacy (Miller 2004), so too does the ability to use 
and interpret the results of numerical models (“model literacy”). Code verification, code 
validation, the use and understanding of simplifying assumptions (model parsimony), 
model uncertainty (often termed epistemic uncertainty, see Benjamin and Cornell 1970), 
and forecasting all must be addressed if individuals are to become numerate with regard 
to the role of quantitative models in society. Scrutinizing these issues in a classroom 
setting prepares students for future encounters with numerical models while at the same 
time exposing them to a wealth of traditional quantitative literacy concepts such as unit 
conversion, data interpretation, magnitudes, exponential decay, Gaussian functions, and 
probabilities.  
Access to numerical models is an important first step toward developing model 
literacy. VHub.org, a cyberinfrastructure project focused on volcanological modeling and 
education, provides one means by which students may achieve access. The term 
‘cyberinfrastructure’ refers to a coordinated research environment designed to support 
progress in science and engineering by integrating advanced computing and information 
processing services available via the Internet (NSF Cyberinfrastructure Council 2007). 
The VHub.org project aims to promote the generation and advancement of volcanological 
theories, education, and risk assessment by providing an environment both 
technologically and sociologically capable of connecting data, computers, and people. To 
that end, the VHub.org website hosts a collection of numerical models that execute on the 
hub’s servers. This structure negates the need for code installation on a personal 
computer and enhances the availability of modeling tools for the general public 
(Valentine et al. 2009). Our experience suggests that this cyberinfrastructure can be used 
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to teach students the importance of model verification and validation, to highlight the 
types of questions that can and cannot be asked of models, and additionally to explore the 
concept of forecasts in natural hazard assessments.  
This paper presents a numerical hazard model we designed to teach fundamental 
modeling concepts. This model, Tephra2, estimates the dispersion of tephra, fragments of 
volcanic rock thrown into the air during explosive volcanic eruptions. The Tephra2 
student interface implemented on VHub.org is designed to encourage students from a 
range of disciplines and experience levels to consider issues of model validation, 
verification, simplifying assumptions, and hazard forecasting in the context of tephra 
dispersion in the classroom environment. In the following we describe the 
cyberinfrastructure that makes this possible, briefly describe the tephra dispersion model 
(Bonadonna et al. 2005a; Connor and Connor 2006), and illustrate the use of the student 
interface. While the focus is on introductory and advanced geology students, the general 
concepts, as well as exercises utilizing the Tephra2 model, could be adapted for inclusion 
in a broader range of courses including for example astronomy, physics, computational 
methods, data analysis, and computer science.  
 
VHub.org  
The VHub.org website is the result of an international effort to promote the 
integration of volcanology research and risk mitigation. By providing a link between the 
fields of education, academic research, and volcano observatories, VHub.org aims to 
promote geoscience education, to facilitate new and collaborative research in 
volcanology, and to provide a tool for the mitigation of volcanological hazards around the 
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world (Valentine et al. 2009). In the process of achieving these goals, VHub.org 
contributors have populated this cyber-environment with resources that can be utilized to 
explore concepts not just of volcanology and natural hazards, but of calculus, numerical 
modeling, and data visualization.  
VHub.org is an open access website that provides a platform from which to 
execute numerical models without needing to download and install the code, or 
monopolize the computing resources of one’s own computer. Students, academics, those 
responsible for volcano monitoring, and other interested parties are all able to log on to 
the website and run models, called Online Simulation Tools. Each Online Simulation 
Tool represents a quantitative scientific model that has been installed on VHub.org, 
tested, and is ready for public use. In addition to the numerical simulations, VHub.org 
offers other resources, many of which are helpful in exploring various concepts of 
quantitative literacy. For example, Spreadsheets Across the Curriculum: The Physical 
Volcanology Collection can be found among the VHub.org Educational Resources 
(https://VHub.org/resources/521). These modules use quantitative skills and 
mathematical problem solving to explore various concepts of physical volcanology. In 
addition to these modules, various labs, maps, and pre-recorded lecture courses are 
available. All of these resources have been contributed by VHub.org users and, 
additionally, all users are welcome to upload their own resources, including lesson plans, 
homework assignments, models, posters, and other materials which contribute to the 
advancement of volcanological science, education, and hazard assessment. Although 
there is no formal peer-review process for contributions to VHub.org, users are 
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encouraged to write informal reviews that include both a rating (between one and five 
stars) and comments.  
 
Tephra2  
Tephra2 is one of the Online Simulation Tools freely available via the VHub.org 
website. This program is an open source code that numerically simulates the dispersion of 
tephra. Tutorials, lessons, manuals, and problem sets relating to the model are available 
on the website, together with the code and resources to execute computer simulations 
using the code.  
The term ‘tephra’ describes the fragmented material produced by explosive 
volcanic eruptions irrespective of particle size, composition, or manner of emplacement. 
Tephra particles range in size from large boulders to very fine ash. Tephra2 calculates the 
erupted mass per unit area (kg m-2) of tephra at specific locations on the ground given a 
set of eruption conditions specified by the model user. These locations on the ground may 
be within a few kilometers of the volcano or up to hundreds of kilometers downwind.  
The model may be used to simulate a historical eruption or to explore possible scenarios 
for future eruptions. Various model parameters control the size and style of the simulated 
eruption. Input parameters (Figure 4.1) include the prevailing wind speed and direction at 
the time of the eruption, the maximum height of the erupting column of tephra, the total 
amount of tephra erupted, and the range of particle sizes erupted.   
 
 Figure 4.1: Pictorial description of the key features of the Tephra2 model. The
supplied grain-size distribution
erupted from the vent. Particles
the atmosphere at an altitude between
Particles then fall through
characterized by a unique
atmospheric diffusion while
atmospheric layer before settling onto the surface. 
  
The model uses a simplified
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atmosphere. The advection
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and z is vertical; Cj is the mass concentration of particles (kg m
class, j; wx and wy are the 
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wind velocity is assumed to be negligible; K is a horizontal diffusion coefficient for 
tephra in the atmosphere (m s-1) and is assumed to be constant and isotropic (K = Kx = 
Ky); vij is the terminal settling velocity (m s-1) for particles of size class, j, released at a 
level in the atmosphere, l; and Φ is the rate of change in particle concentration (kg m-3 s-1) 
at the source with time.  The terminal settling velocity, vij, is calculated for each particle 
size, j, released from a height level, l, as a function of the particle’s Reynolds number, 
which varies with atmospheric density (Bonadonna et al. 1998).  Horizontal wind 
velocity is allowed to vary as a function of height in the atmosphere and assumed to be 
constant within a specific atmospheric level and with distance from the vent.   
The model calculates an analytical solution of this mass-conservation equation by 
making a number of simplifying assumptions (Suzuki 1983; Lim et al. 2008). The 
equation,   
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 Equation 2 
is written for a line plume source where x  and y  are the coordinates of the center of the 
bivariate Gaussian distribution and 2
,l jσ  is the variance of the distribution, which is 
controlled by atmospheric and horizontal spreading of the plume (Suzuki 1983). 
Using this equation, the program is able to mathematically describe the movement 
and dispersion of tephra as it leaves the eruption column, falls through a layered 
atmosphere, and comes to rest on the ground. Model outputs include the mass of tephra 
accumulation, in units of kg m-2, and a binned distribution of particle sizes calculated as 
weight percent of the total mass at specific locations around the erupting volcano. The 
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mass per unit area is often directly used in hazard forecasts, since mass loading by tephra 
affects infrastructure resilience (Wilson et al. 2012). Small particle sizes directly affect 
air quality (due to re-suspension of particles in the atmosphere); they also increase an 
area's susceptibility to flooding (tephra can dramatically impact infiltration rates of 
meteoric water into the ground; Blong 1984). The final footprint of deposited tephra 
predicted by the model is characterized by a Gaussian distribution of erupted material in 
the crosswind direction and either exponential or power-law thinning in the direction 
downwind from the vent, depending on varying terminal velocities of the various 
particles sizes (Pyle 1989; Sparks et al. 1992; Bonadonna et al. 1998, 2005a; Lim et al. 
2008; Courtland et al. 2012; Chapter 3).  
Two graphical user interfaces (GUIs) are available to execute the Tephra2 
program on the VHub.org website. The research GUI builds the command sequence that 
runs the model and has been used by multiple researchers to simulate eruption conditions 
for specific volcanoes from tephra deposits and to forecast the range of possible future 
activity (Bonadonna et al. 2005a; Connor and Connor 2006; Scollo et al. 2008; Volentik 
et al. 2009, 2010; Bias and Bonadonna 2011; Longchamp et al. 2011; Fontijn et al. 2011; 
Johnston et al. 2012; Biass and Bonadonna, in press). To facilitate model use by users 
with little or no background knowledge of modeling or volcanology, a student interface 
(Fig. 2) was designed that restricts input parameters to reasonable ranges and provides 
explanations (including diagrams) of each parameter so that students can more easily run 
the model and produce realistic output. Background information is supplied for the 
explosive eruptions of several volcanoes. Details of how to execute both versions are 
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included in the Tephra2 user manual2. Through continued use and fine tuning, it is hoped 
that the graphical user interface (GUI) will contribute toward an increase in model 
literacy of its users by facilitating model exploration and encouraging critical thinking 
about fundamental modeling concepts.  
 
 
Figure 4.2: Graphical user interface (GUI) for the student version of Tephra2 
implemented on VHub.org. Students select a volcano, a wind profile, and an 'eruption 
type'. The eruption type determines reasonable values for maximum eruption column 
height and the total mass of erupted tephra. The Particle Parameters tab contains options 
for setting the maximum and minimum grain size of erupted particles as well as their 
density. The Map tab allows a user to define the map boundaries and the spacing of grid 
locations where tephra accumulation is calculated. The Simulation tab displays options 
for setting the diffusion coefficient and the height range within the plume from which 
particles are released. The Information tab contains the values of any eruption parameters 
recorded at the time of the eruption, a location map, and a photograph of the volcano. See 
manual for additional explanation of model parameters.  
  
 
 
                                                           
2
 Manual is available online at  https://vhub.org/resources/574/download/Tephra2_manual.pdf 
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Learning about Numerical Models with Tephra2  
  Both graduate and undergraduate students at the University of South Florida have 
interacted with the Tephra2 code via the VHub.org infrastructure with positive results. 
Graduate students were asked to compare the model with a simplified analytical solution 
for tephra fallout that they themselves were required to code. Undergraduate student 
exercises focused on the relationship between model input and output as well as the 
ability to read a contour plot, perform unit conversions, and compile the results of 
multiple model runs into a histogram plot. Both assignments are freely available on 
VHub.org3. Notably, the undergraduate class, Natural Hazards of the Earth’s Surface, 
attracts an interdisciplinary group of students. The majority of students in this course 
were able to execute the code on VHub.org, simulate volcanic eruptions, and interpret 
results of the simulation. Although not quantitatively assessed, this experience upholds 
the idea that introductory geology courses are an ideal venue for quantitative concepts 
(e.g., Wenner et al. 2009; Campbell et al. 2011).  
The Tephra2 student interface provides students with the opportunity to directly 
execute a numerical model, the ability to vary the input parameters directly driving the 
model, and the experience of questioning and interpreting model results. Specifically, 
students are encouraged to ask:  
• Has the model been verified?  
• Has the model been validated?  
• How much uncertainty is introduced via the input parameters?  
• Are the model assumptions appropriate for the hazard scenario?  
                                                           
3
 Assignments are available online at https://vhub.org/resouces/1659/download/tephra_hw.pdf and  
https://vhub.org/resources/1563/download/Natural_Hazards_Tephra_Lab.pdf  
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• What are the meanings of probabilistic statements made using the model?  
These fundamental questions transcend discipline and are essential aspects of model 
literacy. To a certain extent these questions also transcend student experience, although 
the questions are, of course, addressed in varying detail by introductory, upper-level 
undergraduate and graduate students. In the following we elaborate on how to use 
Tephra2 and its student interface to explore these questions and associated concepts.  
 
Has the model been verified?  
Verification exercises scrutinize the solutions generated by varying the model 
input parameters over some domain of interest in order to identify possible errors or 
inconsistencies in the code (Oberkampf and Roy 2010).  Introducing this concept to 
students raises awareness of the fact that large computer programs often contain code 
errors or inconsistencies that are continually discovered and corrected through continued 
use of the program (Carlson and Minerd 2009).  
Students can examine whether the quantitative model is providing reasonable 
results by comparing the calculated Tephra2 model result with the known effects of 
various input parameters. For example, the amount of mass that accumulates on the 
ground after an eruption should be equal to the amount of material ejected from the 
volcano (tephra does not melt away as snow does, or infiltrate the ground as rainwater 
does). This can be checked by integrating the mass accumulated at individual points over 
the entire grid and comparing the result with the user-supplied value for the total mass 
ejected from the volcano. The student interface implemented on VHub.org calculates this 
summation for the student to facilitate an easy comparison. Students are given the 
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opportunity to design an effective verification procedure by manipulating the map size 
and grid point density to create a tephra fallout surface large enough to capture all of the 
mass and dense enough to provide a representative sampling of the area about the 
volcano; conversely they can develop an ineffective verification procedure, for example, 
if a large fraction of the “erupted” tephra falls outside the map domain they have created 
or if their grid is too coarse to achieve a precise integration.  
Students can make other assessments by examining the effects of various 
atmospheric wind profiles on the deposit. If there is no wind present during the eruption 
then, from the advection-diffusion equation, we expect the deposit to form a series of 
circular isopachs (contour lines of equal mass per unit area or equal deposit thickness). If 
the wind is blowing, we expect for these isopachs to be offset predominantly in the 
direction of maximum wind velocity. By selecting a variety of wind profiles while 
leaving all other parameters constant, students may confirm that Tephra2 is able to 
capture the expected general shape for each scenario, examples of which are given in 
Figure 4.3. This exercise provides additional evidence that the translation from 
mathematical to numerical model was performed correctly. Similar verification methods 
were used by code developers, as discussed in the Tephra2 manual. 
 
Has the model been validated?  
Model validation strives to ensure that a model is an unbiased representation of 
reality. During the validation process, model predictions are compared to experimental 
and/or field data. The degree of validation necessary for a given model depends on the 
purpose and intended use of the model. By engaging in the validation process, students  
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VHub.org. With the option ‘compare model results to field data’ selected, a graph 
comparing the calculated accumulation of tephra with that observed in the field shortly 
after the eruption is automatically generated (Fig. 4). This allows students to validate the 
Tephra2 model against the 1992 Cerro Negro tephra deposit using observed eruption 
parameters. Validation exercises conducted by the code developers (e.g., Connor and 
Connor 2006) involved similar procedures and are discussed in the Tephra2 manual. 
 
  
Figure 4.4: An equiline plot comparing model calculations with directly measured 
accumulations of tephra at locations surrounding Cerro Negro Volcano. The red line 
represents perfect agreement between model calculations and tephra measurements made 
on site. Notice that most dots do not fall on the 1:1 line. The student interface 
automatically creates and displays this plot when the option to compare with field data is 
elected. The results are scaled by the square root function for easier viewing. The 
normalized root mean squared error is shown at the top. 
 
 
 How much uncertainty is introduced via the input parameters?  
A model is only as good as the information that goes into it. Knowing precise 
values for input parameters such as an exact eruption column height, or a specific grain-
size distribution, or the turbulent diffusion coefficient for tephra in the atmosphere, is 
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often impossible. This lack of input parameter precision translates into a loss of accuracy 
in the model output.  
Small changes in the height of the eruption column can have a noticeable effect 
on the calculated dispersion of tephra. By adjusting this input parameter, students have 
the ability to recognize the degree to which uncertainty in the model input translates into 
uncertainty in the thickness of the resultant tephra deposit. Variations in mass loading of 
tephra of just 100 kg m-2 can mean the difference between structural stability and roof 
collapse in some areas (Wilson et al. 2012). By altering the model input parameters 
slightly and examining the effect that small variations have on the resultant tephra 
deposit, students can test the sensitivity of the model.  
A more subtle point to make to advanced students is that models often include one 
or more non-physical parameters. In the case of Tephra2, the diffusion coefficient of the 
atmosphere is implemented as such a parameter. This parameter is used to take into 
account various factors which are not explicitly defined elsewhere in the code—factors 
such as the spreading out of the umbrella cloud and the interaction of tephra particles 
with the atmosphere. This approach greatly simplifies the model by allowing complex 
processes that are poorly defined to be described by a single parameter. In practice, 
models like Tephra2 need to be calibrated in order to determine appropriate values for 
such non-physical parameters. Students can calibrate Tephra2 against the eruption of 
Cerro Negro by setting the physical variables to the values on record for the 1992 
eruption. The value of the diffusion coefficient can then be altered by a process of guess 
and check and the result examined to see how variations in this parameter affect the 
calculation. Once a satisfactory fit to field data is achieved, this value of the parameter 
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may be used to model other eruptions of similar type. Thus the inclusion of non-physical 
variables which cannot be uniquely defined prior to an event does not prohibit the 
application of hazard models, provided that the models have been calibrated.  
  
Are the model assumptions appropriate for the hazard scenario?  
  By confronting situations that the program is not well equipped to model, students 
may realize the importance of questioning a model before applying it to the situation at 
hand. All numerical models make simplifying assumptions. Decisions to include or 
exclude various parameters or processes are examples of model assumptions. Other 
assumptions might pertain to the way in which model parameters are characterized. 
Making simplified mathematical approximations allows scientists to solve quantitative 
problems more efficiently. This can greatly increase computational speed, an important 
consideration in hazard assessment. But how valid are the assumptions that go into any 
quantitative model? By addressing assumptions individually, students have the 
opportunity to gain an understanding of those situations in which a given model should or 
should not be applied. The student version of Tephra2 is specifically designed to allow 
students to explore various model assumptions, including the structure of the atmosphere 
and the aggregation of tephra particles.  
The Tephra2 model approximates the atmosphere as a series of vertically stacked 
layers which are constant in time and in horizontal space and only vary in the vertical 
dimension. Within each layer wind speed and direction are constant, but between layers 
they are allowed to vary. Is this a valid assumption? The real atmosphere, as most 
students realize, does not behave as abstracted in the Tephra2 model. It is composed of 
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eddies, updrafts, and downdrafts, all of which change position over time. By asking 
students to brainstorm situations in which this parameterization is justifiable (i.e., when 
the atmosphere displays little temporal variation and when the eruption column does not 
disperse over great distances), they will hopefully come to realize that this atmospheric 
characterization works well for some scenarios and poorly for others.  
Particle aggregation is an example of a physical process not explicitly taken into 
account in the Tephra2 model. Very small particles (< 0.125 mm) form aggregates in the 
atmosphere (e.g., Carey and Sigurdsson 1982; Gilbert and Lane 1994; Bonadonna et al. 
2002; Textor et al. 2004; Costa et al. 2010). This process increases their effective particle 
size, resulting in dramatically larger particle  settling velocities. For eruptions dominated 
by fine particles, the aggregation process results in one or more secondary thickness 
maxima in the deposit. After examining a map of the tephra thickness which displays this 
depositional pattern (Fig. 5), students could attempt to replicate the secondary maxima by 
altering their input to the Tephra2 program. However, regardless of the combination of 
particle sizes and column heights they use, students will not be able to generate a 
calculation resulting in more than one thickness maxima. This example highlights for 
students the fact that quantitative models are only valid when applied to the situations 
that they were designed to investigate.  
Model assumptions, including the implementation of model processes and 
parameters, are justified by model validation exercises. When the numerical simulation of 
a natural system is capable of providing results that approximate reality to the precision 
required for a given application, then the assumptions on which the model is based are 
deemed acceptable. In the case of Tephra2, if the model allows users to construct reliable 
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hazard maps, then it has served its purpose. By exploring model assumptions, students 
discover that models are designed to evaluate the subset of all possible scenarios to which 
their simplifying assumptions apply. For a more comprehensive list of major assumptions 
built into the Tephra2 model, see the Tephra2 manual. 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Isomass Map illustrating secondary maximum resulting from aggregation of 
fine (<0.125 mm) particles during the 1980 eruption of Mt St Helens. Isomass contours 
are in kg m-2. Ash aggregation is not taken into account in theTephra2 model. Data of 
Sarna-Wojcicki et al. (1981), modified from Durant et al. (2009).  
 
What are the meanings of probabilistic statements made using the model?  
Probabilistic modeling considers a range of input parameters in order to determine 
the likelihood of multiple outcomes (e.g., Connor et al. 2001, 2012; Favalli et al. 2005; 
Bonadonna 2006; Felpeto et al. 2007; Marzocchi et al. 2008). These probabilistic models 
are obtained by running deterministic models hundreds or thousands of times, varying the 
input parameters for every run such that the entire range of feasible scenarios is sampled. 
This enables the possible outcomes of a given scenario to be portrayed without endowing 
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unwarranted certainty to the results. The end result of probabilistic modeling is a forecast. 
By participating in the generation of a probabilistic hazard assessment, students are better 
able to comprehend the meanings of probabilistic statements derived from model use. As 
students begin to understand how likely various situations are to occur, they 
simultaneously develop familiarity with probabilistic modeling in general, increasing the 
likelihood that they will be able to comprehend similar analyses derived from other 
applications (Connor 2011).  
Elements of Tephra2, as well as elements of the VHub.org platform itself, have 
been specifically designed to conduct probabilistic volcanic hazard assessment as a 
collaborative exercise. As an example, students could be asked to vary the wind field near 
Cerro Negro volcano (leaving other parameters constant), and record how frequently 
tephra fallout in Léon exceeds 1 cm, a value capable of damaging waste sewage 
treatment plants and other critical facilities (Blong 1984). The Tephra2 student interface 
allows students to randomly apply one of over 1800 wind profiles derived from 
REANALYSIS data (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/) for Cerro Negro volcano. Students 
achieve parallelism by running the simulation multiple times, in the process completing a 
table similar to Table 1, and then combining the results of the entire class.  
Data compilation is facilitated by incorporating the ‘Groups’ feature of VHub.org 
into such an assignment. Students can join a virtual VHub.org group set up by the 
educator for a specific course. Students can record and discuss model results by posting 
to the group discussion board. Here individuals can access the entire class dataset while 
participating in the type of collaborative exercise that cyberinfrastructure is designed to 
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promote. Further instructions on how to utilize the Group feature in such an exercise can 
be found in the tool’s supporting documents. 
  
Table 4.1: Example Student Worksheet for Accumulation of Tephra at Léon, Nicaragua, 
as Calculated by the Terphra2 Model for an Eruption of Cerro Negro Volcano* 
Run Tephra 
Accumulation 
(kg/m2) 
Tephra 
Thickness 
(cm) 
Tephra Accumulation 
> 1 cm ? 
1 7 0.7 No 
2 0.4 .04 No 
3 20 2 Yes 
4 0 0 No 
…    
*Students must convert the accumulation (kg/m2) to thickness 
(cm) and record whether it exceeds one cm. The input 
parameters are then adjusted and the exercise repeated. 
Conversion of accumulation to thickness is based on a deposit 
density of 1000 kg m-3. Once the worksheet has been 
completed, students bin the data in order to examine the 
probability that tephra fallout in Léon will exceed 1 cm given 
an eruption of Cerro Negro Volcano. 
 
Introducing Numerical Hazards Modeling to USF Students  
We have not yet developed quantitative assessments of the impacts of using 
Tephra2 in the classroom on student understanding of numerical models. Nevertheless, 
the following outlines our experience introducing this numerical model to students.  
Early experimentation with Tephra2 in the classroom primarily involved 
undergraduate non-majors and focused on using the tool to build various quantitative 
skills including the ability to read a contour map, convert between units, and plot a 
histogram. Class size fluctuated around 30 students with STEM and non-STEM majors. 
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Few if any students had previous experience with either numerical modeling or 
geoscience/volcanology. Mathematical aptitude varied widely.  
After attending a class lecture on volcanic ash in which the Tephra2 model was 
introduced, students were asked to use this model to examine the probability of tephra 
fallout due to an eruption of Cerro Negro volcano as a homework assignment. The 
assignment walked students through setting up accounts with VHub.org and executing 
the model. The account setup process went smoothly, and students were able to access 
the model at their leisure and via the computer of their choice. In general, students were 
able to execute the model itself without incident. Many of the underlying tasks and ideas, 
however, proved challenging. These difficulties perhaps best reveal the need for specific 
attention to basic model literacy. Some students initially found the concept of an input 
variable difficult. We found that many students were not comfortable relating the name of 
a variable such as ‘maximum eruption column height’ with the numerical value of the 
variable (e.g., 7000) and the variable’s units (e.g., meters). Many of these students 
expressed a general lack of confidence in their ability to execute the model properly. 
These difficulties with the concepts of input variables and code execution likely stem 
from a lack of experience with modeling in general or with using computers as tools to 
solve complex problems. Because these difficulties arose, we suspect that the act of 
generating output using Tephra2 led to some improvement in students’ understanding of 
numerical models.  
Other major difficulties for students in introductory courses related to 
interpretation of model output. These difficulties included the ability to equate the lines 
on the contour plot with tephra thickness, the ability to perform unit conversions, and the 
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ability to bin data and create a histogram plot. While each of these concepts was 
explained to some degree in class, a large number of students required additional, often 
one-on-one instruction in order to apply each concept or skill to the task at hand.  
Though no formal assessment of student learning was performed, many of the 
undergraduate students expressed appreciation for the chance to execute a research grade 
numerical model. When submitting the assignment, one student wrote “Thank you for 
giving us the opportunity to learn about volcanoes in a more interactive way. I learned a 
lot from this assignment. Although I may have messed up some of the work, I did the 
best I could!” while another expressed appreciation that they were able to do “real 
science.”  
At the other end of the university spectrum of classroom experience, graduate 
students were asked to write their own version of a simplified tephra dispersion code as 
one of nine coding assignments during a 16-week semester. Their code involved the 
dispersion of tephra released from a single height above the erupting volcano in which all 
tephra was of uniform particle size, and hence uniform settling velocity, and the wind 
speed and direction were fixed everywhere and uniform. With these assumptions the 
analytical solution to equation (1) is greatly simplified. Students who successfully 
implemented this solution in code found that the resulting tephra deposit is a symmetric 
bivariate Gaussian function, centered on a maximum that is displaced from the volcano as 
a function of wind velocity and total particle fall time. By comparison with Tephra2 
output, graduate students were able to consider the roles of particle-size variation, 
variation in particle release height within the eruption column, and other factors that lead 
to more realistic appearing tephra isopach maps. This exercise, which is available online, 
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provides an opportunity to discuss model parsimony and complexity based on students' 
own experiences.  
 
Discussion and Conclusions  
The prevalence of numerical modeling across a broad range of disciplines 
necessitates a heightened understanding of the concepts of numerical modeling. The 
abilities to question model applicability and to interpret model results are necessary 
skills. Students in the geosciences often move on to careers in which they are required to 
perform hazard assessments, to carry out environmental impact studies, or to determine 
the quantities and locations of various natural resources (American Geological Institute 
2002). Each of these activities currently involves the application of numerical models. 
Moreover, if individuals are to participate in current debates over environmental issues 
relating to everything from nuclear waste disposal to cleanup of superfund sites to 
regulating carbon dioxide emissions, it is imperative that they understand how numerical 
models are used to argue all sides of these debates.  
Tephra2 as implemented on VHub.org is designed to help students learn to 
critically assess many aspects of a numerical model. It can be used to help students to 
understand some basic aspects of numerical models including how to test if a model is a 
good representation of the real world phenomena it claims to represent, the role of 
uncertainty in numerical modeling, the benefits, drawbacks, and necessity of simplifying 
assumptions, and the value of probabilistic (as opposed to deterministic) modeling. 
Experience using and critically assessing a numerical hazards model is helpful in 
preparing geoscience students for modern geoscience careers. Moreover, the fundamental 
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skill set involved is applicable to a far broader range of fields embracing not only the 
traditional science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, but also the profusion of 
fields that rely on numerical modeling for decision making including, for example, urban 
planning, finance, public service, military strategy, and healthcare.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS 
 
 Ground penetrating radar is shown to be an excellent tool for investigating 
volcanic tephra deposits due to its ability to rapidly collect nearly continuous profiles that 
elucidate thickening trends and other structural variations in the upper 12 m of deposit. 
By comparing GPR radargrams and pit data with historical records and computational 
models, this study provides insight into the formative depositional processes at Cerro 
Negro volcano, validates the application of the advection-diffusion equation to the 
modeling of tephra fallout, and promotes the use of research-caliber computational 
models to foster model literacy among students. 
 Interpretation of GPR radargrams collected < 1600 m from the vent indicates the 
tephra deposit is well characterized by three depositional regimes: 1) near vent (0 to 350 
m downwind of vent), 2) proximal (350 to 1200-1400 m downwind of vent), and 3) 
medial (beyond 1200-1400 m downwind of the vent). The near-vent region is built by a 
combination of fallout from plume margins and ballistically emplaced bombs and blocks. 
Over-steepening of deposits results in down-slope movement of material and the 
formation of truncated beds and slump features within the cone edifice. Deposition in the 
proximal region is dominated by fallout from plume margins and results in the formation 
of a tephra deposit that both thins exponentially with distance from the vent and displays 
a Gaussian distribution of accumulated tephra fallout in the crosswind dimension. The 
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medial tephra deposit is emplaced via fallout from the buoyant eruption cloud and is 
identified in the GPR record by an over-thickening relative to proximal deposits. 
 Radargrams collected in the near-vent region display evidence for the explosivity 
of eruptions in the form of continuous (> 200 m) reflective horizons that mantle cone 
slopes on the down-wind portion of the edifice, indicating that the eruption that produced 
this deposit had a sustained eruption column. On the tephra blanket, changes in the 
thickening trend of the deposit specify the location where deposition changes from that 
dominated by fallout plume margins to that dominated by fallout from the buoyant 
eruption cloud. This marker can be used to estimate the height of the eruption column, 
enabling determination of the volcanic explosivity index (VEI) and thus eruption 
magnitude. In the case of older scoria deposits that lack historical records, GPR imaging 
of the scoria cone edifice and/or proximal to medial tephra deposit can be used to 
determine whether the formative eruption was accompanied by a sustained eruption 
column or not. In the case of preserved proximal to medial deposits, the approximate 
height of that column can be estimated based on the location of the column corner. 
 The current generation of tephra sedimentation models does not accurately predict 
deposit thickness in the proximal regime, however, thickening trends evident in 
radargrams collected on the tephra blanket of Cerro Negro are consistent with those 
estimated by the advection-diffusion equation implemented with Fickian diffusion. These 
results indicate that, were models to incorporate an additional sedimentation regime 
characterized by a unique particle fall time, forecasts of deposit thickness in proximal 
locations could be greatly improved. Moreover, the fact that the deposit shape has such a 
high degree of statistical correlation (R2 = 0.98) with the morphology predicted by the 
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advection-diffusion equation validates the use of advection-diffusion models for tephra 
sedimentation generally. 
 Computational models of tephra fallout have value not just for researchers 
attempting to gain insight into individual eruptions or to forecast the mass loading of 
tephra for various locations, but also in the classroom, as tools for the dissemination of 
skills related to both model and quantitative literacy. The Tephra2 numerical model is 
here reformatted for student use and made available via the VHub.org online platform. 
Tools to address code verification and validation, the role of simplifying assumptions, 
and the concepts of uncertainty and forecasting are built in to the user interface to 
encourage students to approach models critically. Experience using and critically 
assessing computational models prepares students for modern careers not only in science, 
technology, and mathematics disciplines, but for any field that relies on numerical 
modeling for decision making. 
 Taken together, these studies demonstrate how new methods, both in the field and 
in the classroom, can further our understanding of natural phenomena and the tools used 
to study them. Ground penetrating radar methods represent a powerful and as-yet under-
utilized tool for the study of volcanic phenomena. Research-caliber computational 
models provide additional insight into eruptive processes and the introduction of such 
models into the classroom environment can promote quantitative and model literacy 
among students in the geosciences. 
 
Future Work 
Further analysis of the GPR dataset presented in this study will lead to improved 
tephra fallout models and specifically more accurate inversions of the 1992 tephra fallout 
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deposit. This dataset will also enable an analysis of the distribution of bombs and blocks 
in the proximal region, make possible multiple independent calculations of the volume of 
tephra fallout on the scoria cone edifice, and provide a realistically complex initial 
condition for scoria cone degradation models. 
GPR data collected at Cerro Negro volcano clearly demonstrates that the proximal 
and medial zones are well-characterized by advection-diffusion methods. By 
incorporating a plume characterization that releases coarse particles from the eruption 
column at heights defined by the location of the column corner (~ 1–2 km at Cerro 
Negro) and fine particles from the height of neutral buoyancy (~ 6–7 km at Cerro Negro), 
fallout models will be able to better characterize both the magnitude and standard 
deviation of tephra thickness in the proximal region. This can be tested by inverting the 
combined GPR-pit dataset presented here with such a model. If the proposed change in 
fallout regime is a better approximation to the processes governing proximal to medial 
deposition, then we can expect an improved fit with tephra thickness values in these 
regions, agreement with observed eruption parameters including column height and wind 
speed, and a more accurate estimation of the total mass of tephra ejected by the eruption. 
The diffusion coefficient could either be set at the value estimated for the 1999 – present 
deposit (~600 m2 s-1) or found via the inversion in which case we would expect it to be 
within the range calculated for proximal-medial deposits (262 – 762 m2 s-1). Inverting the 
Cerro Negro combined GPR-pit dataset with this updated tephra fallout model will help 
to validate the plume model described here, thereby improving our understanding of 
volcanic processes at Cerro Negro and similar volcanoes. 
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Also in the proximal zone, GPR radargrams contain abundant evidence of buried 
bombs and blocks greater than 10 cm in diameter. The spatial distribution of these 
pyroclasts can be analyzed based on the existing data and compared to the distribution 
visible at the surface of the deposit to determine whether the surface distribution is 
representative of the total distribution of bombs and blocks ejected by an eruption. 
Additionally, both down-wind and off-wind profiles can be analyzed to determine if 
significant variations in the spatial distribution of pyroclasts exist.  Such analysis could 
indicate either some directionality to pyroclast ejection or an increased or decreased 
likelihood for pyroclasts to roll down slope upon impact. Determining whether the slope 
angle and grain size distribution (finer particles having greater volumes on down-wind 
slopes) influence the likelihood of projectiles rolling down slope upon impact will 
enhance models of scoria cone construction. 
The minimum estimate of the volume of material contributed to the edifice from 
the eruption column was here calculated based on the prominence of evidence for tephra 
fallout (e.g., laterally continuous reflections, reflections mantling topography) vs ballistic 
or remobilized deposits (e.g., pinch outs, discordant reflections) in the GPR data. 
Alternative methods include advection-diffusion modeling of tephra fallout onto cone 
slopes based on our parameterization of proximal-medial deposits or calculations based 
on the difference in slope angle between downwind and off-wind cone profiles. Values 
obtained via these independent methods can be compared and checked for consistency. 
Finally the morphologic features evident in GPR radargrams, including dip angles 
and the presence or absence of bed truncation, can be used as the initial conditions for 
advection-diffusion models of scoria cone degradation. Cerro Negro can be used as a 
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starting point to explore how true cone morphology evolves with age and what 
quantifiable changes in the locations, thicknesses, and dips of stratigraphic layers evident 
in GPR radargrams are predicted when modeling millions of year of erosion. Model 
predictions can be compared to radargrams collected at Rattlesnake Maar scoria cone, 
AZ, in 2012. If erosional features can be approximated via forward modeling of actual 
cone morphology and be identified via GPR methods, then scoria cones around the globe 
could benefit from this type of study as a new relative dating technique.  
In this study (Chapters 2 and 3), the detailed GPR profiles collected at Cerro 
Negro volcano are combined with pit data and interpreted via comparison with existing 
qualitative models of cone formation and quantitative models of tephra fallout. These 
radargrams contain additional information that can be incorporated into fallout models or 
used to determine the relative contribution of high energy violent Strombolian and low 
energy Strombolian processes to scoria cone construction. Radargrams can be used to 
enhance models of scoria cone degradation and provide insight into the distribution of 
pyroclastic bombs and blocks about the volcano. These studies will further our 
understanding of scoria cones generally and will enable determination of the explosivity 
and relative ages of older scoria cones that lack historical observations of eruption(s).  
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This license is personal to you and may not be sublicensed, assigned, or transferred by 
you to any other person without Springer Science + Business Media's written permission.  
 
No Amendment Except in Writing  
This license may not be amended except in a writing signed by both parties (or, in the 
case of Springer Science + Business Media, by CCC on Springer Science + Business 
Media's behalf).  
 
Objection to Contrary Terms 
Springer Science + Business Media hereby objects to any terms contained in any 
purchase order, acknowledgment, check endorsement or other writing prepared by you, 
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which terms are inconsistent with these terms and conditions or CCC's Billing and 
Payment terms and conditions. These terms and conditions, together with CCC's Billing 
and Payment terms and conditions (which are incorporated herein), comprise the entire 
agreement between you and Springer Science + Business Media (and CCC) concerning 
this licensing transaction. In the event of any conflict between your obligations 
established by these terms and conditions and those established by CCC's Billing and 
Payment terms and conditions, these terms and conditions shall control.  
 
Jurisdiction 
All disputes that may arise in connection with this present License, or the breach thereof, 
shall be settled exclusively by arbitration, to be held in The Netherlands, in accordance 
with Dutch law, and to be conducted under the Rules of the 'Netherlands Arbitrage 
Instituut' (Netherlands Institute of Arbitration).OR: All disputes that may arise in 
connection with this present License, or the breach thereof, shall be settled exclusively by 
arbitration, to be held in the Federal Republic of Germany, in accordance with German 
law.  
 
Other terms and conditions: v1.3 
 
If you would like to pay for this license now, please remit this license along with your payment 
made payable to "COPYRIGHT CLEARANCE CENTER" otherwise you will be invoiced within 
48 hours of the license date. Payment should be in the form of a check or money order 
referencing your account number and this invoice number RLNK500980098. 
Once you receive your invoice for this order, you may pay your invoice by credit card. Please 
follow instructions provided at that time. 
 
Make Payment To: 
Copyright Clearance Center 
Dept 001 
P.O. Box 843006 
Boston, MA 02284-3006 
 
For suggestions or comments regarding this order, contact RightsLink Customer Support: 
customercare@copyright.com or +1-877-622-5543 (toll free in the US) or +1-978-646-2777 
 
Gratis licenses (referencing $0 in the Total field) are free. Please retain this printable license for 
your reference. No payment is required. 
 
Documentation of Copyright Privileges for Numeracy Article  
From the Numeracy website6: 
Numeracy seeks evidence-based articles on teaching strategies and resources, education 
research, curriculum design, assessment strategies, and faculty development, as well as 
perspectives, reviews of educational resources, and commentaries/replies. 
                                                           
6
 The numeracy website: http://scholarcommons.usf.edu/numeracy/about.html 
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The journal was originally launched in January 2008 and publishes two issues per year. 
One issue is published in January and one in July, the two comprising a single volume.  
Authors retain copyright of their material under a Creative Commons Non-Commercial 
Attribution 3.0 License7 
 
 
 
                                                           
7
 The full license is available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/legalcode 
